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This Technical Cooperation Programme Evaluation

of Land Resources in Zanzibar consisting of phase 1 Unguja

island and phase 11 Pemba island was prepared and executed

by the Food and Agriculture Organization with the Government of

Zanzibar as the technical cooperating agency. It was intlated

in December 1988 with duty station located in Zanzibar city,

Unguja island. The duty station was moved to Wete in Pemba island

in January 1990 to carry out work in Pemba.

The field document is one of a series of reports

prepared during the course of the project identified on the

title pst-0 Ths conclusions and recommendations given are

those considered appropriate at the time of its preparation, and

they may be modifi in the light of fUrther knowledge gained at

sUbsequent stages of the followup project.

The designation employed and the presentation of the

material in this document do not imply the expression of any opinion

whatever on the part of the Food and Agriculture Organization of

the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country,

territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the

delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.
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FAO Evaluation c land. Resources in Zanzibar Phase

9.nd Evaluatian and L.:1 tabil' Clas

ara Pemba Islanf:1,-;,, based on the work of Piyasiri M.L.Hettige

Zanzibar May 1950,0 144 Pages, 27 Tables, 6 Figures, 9 maps.

TCP/URT/6759/8961, Field Document 1

.ABSTRACT

The government of Zanzibar with the Technical

assistance of the Food and iicultu.ra1 Organization began the

evaluation of the land resources in December 19880 In the first

phase TOP/MT/6759 which lasted from December 1988 to November

19892 the evaluation of 1 resources in Unguja island was carried

out during the second phase TCP/MT/89611 from December 1989

May 1990, the evaluation of land resources in Pemba island was

carried out0

Part 1: Main volume of this publication deals with

the primary objective of the study: Land evaluation land

suitability classifioation of the two islands,.

In the fir chapter, information on project

background, objectives of study and Tlevel of intensity of land

evaluation is outlined.

In chapter 2, detail deFTiptian of the physical

environment, climatic factors effectin:; arop growth, geology,hydrology,

vegetation present land use are incorporated0

The human eavironment, the majar contributing- factor

to land utilization is dealt with in detail in chapter 3 which cavers

the economic situatian, Agricultural and land policies, land tenure

systems prevalent, etc0 The need for conservation bac-ed, planned land

utilization is stressei
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In chapter 4 soil resources of the two islands are described

and the correlation of soils with the FAO system discussed.

The inventory of land resources, the methodology used in the

development of physiographic legend far the land evaluation exercise

and the deScription'of the land pp units, are outlined in Chapter 5.

In chapter 6 the existing land utilization typos are presented

in tabulated format and goes to outline unorthodox system of agriaultural

usage of the same peice of land by two farmers under the Shamba and Konde

farming systems, and how it effects the subsequent land suitability

classification for majar crops grown in mixed tree intarcrop farming

systems",

The land suitability classification system and the approach

used to adapt the system to the unique d utilization systems

prevelant in Zanzibar is presented in chapter 7

Part 11 of the Field Document consists of two Avie::esc,

Annex 1 outlines proposals for follow-,up project t. is

presented in the UNDF Project document format.

Annex 11 incooporates all Technical'Data Specificatic

Soil Profile descriptions, available laboratory analysis resuns,

climatic analysis, land requirements of major crops, and specimens

of data collecting formats used etc.
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0 INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a reconnaiss e

Resources study of Unguja Pemba Isl s, Zanzibar, undertaken

between November 1988 May 1990 as part of the Programme of aotivit7

of FAO Technical Co-operation Programme TCP/URT/6759/8961.

The study was restricted to a qualitatit: Evaluation of the Physical

features affecting the .t.icultural potential of the Island. No att

was being n e at this stage to appraise the Socio-Economic a: sects of

development,

It is intended however, that quantitative land evaluation based

on both physical 0 . socio-economic factors will farm the main emphasis

of the follow up project at ilore detailed levels of stigation.

1.1. Justification

Agriculture dominates the economy, with cloves and coconut

plantations accounting for more thRn mine tenth of de,t,stic exports.

Most of the clave plantations are in Pemba, while coconuts are dominant

in Unguja. Both clove and coconut plantations are currently undergoing

rehabilitation since poor husb has greatly reduced their productivity.

Principal sUbsistence arops are cassava, rice," bananas, sweet potatoes,

citrus, maize, millet, groundnuts, pidgean peas, chillies, sorghum

pet

Sugarcane and rice growing areas have been increased recently°

Tobacco axil rubber growing has been started x* iculture will continue

to be Xhe mainstay of the economy; 70% of the population live in rural

areas and 90% of the rural population is engaged directly in iculture.

Most of the good agricultural lana is occupied, most of it under

tree arops while tho poor soils of the Wandas and Maweni zones are used for

extensive grazing, forestry projects shift' : cultivation.

Owing to the i owth of the population whidh has nearly doubled

since 196 4 the resulting expansion of the towns,pressure is increasing

on the land Most towns are located in the westward side of the islands,

where the best soil is found and their expansion is up good farml

t. II
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At present

and suitability

veté prepared

resources would

land use plan.

Therefore, there is an urgent need to diversify agriculture and

to increase productivity from the various kina3of land, and at the

same time prevent the fertility status of the soils from deterioration

or degradation resulting from improper usage,

there is no good map showing the detailed distribution

of land for agriculture. The.existing soil maps of Calton

Wer 35 years ago, as such an evaluation of the land

be essential for the effective functioning of a national

1.2 Objective of the Study

Aims of the project are to provide an evaluation of the extent

and suitability of land for various agricultural and other uses, to

produce maps Showing basic data required for planning purposes, and

to establish an effective organisation, with a ,oadreof national officers,

within the Department of Agriculture, who will be trained to carry out

the follauing:-

Analysis of the landforms of Zanzibar by airphoto interpretation.

Eorpho-pedologic mapping for reconnaissance level soil survey and

correlation studies.

Detailed surveys of sample areas to identify the soil and their

distribution in relation to landform.

Evaluation of the potential of the soil for existing and possible

future uses within each agro-climate zone.

Review existing land uses and identify areas that are under-used

or inappropriately used.

Preparation of related maps and reports.

1.3. Level of Intensit of Land Evaluation Carried Out

This study is to provide a qualitative land evaluation based on

reconnaissance uurveys with a broad inventory of resources and

development possibilities at national level. The evaluation Trill
contribute to national plans, permitting the selection of development

areas and priorities whilst forming the basis for an ongoing line of

investigation for national soil survey and land use planning.



The study Tas c,rried out using a two stage approach in

which the first step is mainly concerned with qualitative level evaluation.

Tho economic and social analysis at Ihe.first stage Nas limited to

ascertaining the relelíance of the kinds of major land use selected for the

suitability classification*

After the first stage has been completed and its results

presented in map and report form, theseresults may then be subject to

the second stage, that of economic and social analysis in a more detailed

study.

104 Previau. Soil Studies

No recent soil mapping has been carried out at National Level,

in Zanzibar since the original 1: 250,000 reconnaissance level soil survey

work of Messrs. W.E. Calton, G.E.Tidbury and G.P.Waiker during the period

1948 to 1955. See attached map Nos. 6 and 7.

Altered versions of the original. Calton soil maps covering both

Unguja and Pemba were found in the Drawing office of the Department of

Agriculture. These maps contain modified boundaries and additional soil phases

demarcated on them. On field checking this map, it was found that the new

boundaries and their subdivision did not correspond with the actual soils

°souring within them, also these maps do not have any report atached exPlaining

on what basis the demarcations were mado. Mr. Uledi tho only trained soil

scientist within the Department of Agriculture was not aware of any soil

investigation leading to the preparation of such maps. Hence it was decided

it is best to ignore this map and the Director of Agriculture was informed

accordingly.

Subsequently after 1975 several oject levels soil studies of

specific areas were carried out and these are briefly summarised in the

Nllowing pagos.



1.401 'Soil Studies for . icultural Develo ment in Z

- November 1975 January 1976 by Dr. V.S.Subramanian

FAO Consultant Soil Scientist

This study was carried out to assess the Agricultural

potential of tho soils of Zanzibar and uas mainly confined to tho

morphological and chemical studies (incomplete) of the Mwera and

Kipange valleys and some depressional areas such as Upenja and Cheju.

Further studies of the physical and chemical properties

of soils were recommended for the production of crop suitability

maps and the revision of the existing 'Calton' soil map was

considered vital before agricultural development planning.

1.4.2. Detailed Soil Surve of the Che Plath

A _detailed soil survey was conducted by Pedology

Consultants in 1978 to determine the extent and suitability of

the lands for irrigated rice production in Cheju rice irrigation

project area.

The survey area covered approximately 1200 ha, and soil

mapping uas confined mainly to areas with deep imperfect to

poorly drained clay soils used for growing rice.

1.403 Detailed Soil Survey for Irrigated Rice

During the period 1979 to 1981 detailed soil survey of

four rice growing areas of Unguja and twenty nine valleys of Pemba

were carried out by B.P. Sharma, Soil Scientist, UHT/73/024 -
Extension in Vegetable Production in Zanzibar.

In Unguja Island the survey sites were:

Buiabwi Sudi - 586 Ha.

Chechele - 716 Ha.

Nchangani - Mgonjoni- 1539 Ha.

Kisima mchanga - 404 Ha,

Total 3245 lib4P



The soil were classified acco

irrigated rice production based on the C

up soils.

1.5. Project Staff

The following projeot SO 0 0 in the fieId work, map

report compilation.
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.4 Usti() 1 Coco Develo 11111ent e

LIvia uuitability studies for coconut cultivation in the costal areas of

Tarmania were carried'out by otechnique in 1980. This included

some studies carried out in Belem b e:t of Unguja the location

of 50 ha of uuitable for the establishment of a coconut seed e- en and

additional 50 hectares for extension. This lathe only work dono since 1955 on the

Counter oil Scientist .
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44.It two sub-o
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2. PHYSICAL ENVIRONITOT

2.1 General Information on U a and Pemba

Zanzibar is essentially ia.oup of'Islands censistind of

two main Islands and several small I lands off the Eastern coast

of Tanzania mainland.

The main Island, Unguja (sometimes called Zanzibar Island)

and Paraba are about 50 km apart and separated from the mainland by

approximatelj 40 km and 60 km respectively. The two islands lie

between 40° 50' and 6° 301 south latitudes and 39° and 40° east

longitudes.

The area of Unguja is some 1600 sq. km and that of Paraba

is 1014 sq. km, inclusive of the swamp zones and small islands.

Unguja has a total length of 85 km, north south, the width in

east west direction varies from 37 km ( North of Ras Chukwani to

East) to 9 kilometers (South of Ras Nungwi).

Pemba has a total length of 65 km north south, the width

varies from 16 km in north, to 13 km in the middle and 18 km in the

south ( along the east west direction).

The population (1988 census) of the Islands total to about

640,578, Unguja 375,539 and Paraba 265,039.

The main city is Zanzibar, situated in Unguja and has an

area of 25 sq. km and about 170,000 inhabitants.

The main language spoken is Kiswahili: the location of the

Islands are shown in map 1.
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TABLE 1

CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA SUMMARY FOR ZANZIBAR AND PEMBA

oux co :

10

Station: Zanzibar, Kisauni (Zanzibar Airport), Latitude 6

MONTH Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

13' South, Altitude 18m

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Max Temp (C) 31.40. 31,90 31.90 30.30 29.40 28.30 28.30 28.90 29.1)0 30.10 30.40 31,20

Min Temp (C) 23.00 23.70 23..10 23.50 22.80 21.70 20.60 19.70 19.20 20.10 21.30 22.50

Mean Temp (C) 27.20 27.80 27.50 26.90 26.10 25.00 24.40 24.30 24.50 25.20 25.80 26.80

Act Vapor (mb) 28.40 28.60 29,80 29.50 27.40 24.60 23.10 22.80 23.50 25.00 27.80 28.80

Humidity (%) 78 76 SI 83 81 76 75 75 76 77 83 81

Wind (m/s) 1.90 1.80 1.80 1.60 2.20 2.30 2.30 2.20 2.20 2.00 1.60 2.00

Sunshine (%) 60 65 60 48 59 63 61 71 70 67 60 64

Daylength (h) 12.40 12.30 12.10 12.00 11.80 11.70 11.80 11.90 12.10 12.20 12.40 12.50

PET Daily (mm) 5.50 5.80 5.30 4.40 4.60 4.60 4.60 5.10 5.50 5.50 5.00 5.40

PET Month (mm) 189 162 163 130 141 139 143 159 164 171 149 167 1562

Rain (mm) . 87 86 127 403 249 54 48 37 33 105 157 145 1561

Eff Rain (mm) 44 43 76 297 174 22 18 12 9 59 124 91 974

Station: Pemba, Wete, Latitude 5 04'S,

MONTH Jan Feb Mar

Altitude 20m

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Max Temp'(C) 30.90 31.50 31.90 30.30 29.10 28.70 27.90 28.20 29.00 29.80 30.30 30.90

Hin Temp (C) 22.90 22.70 23.00 22.70 21.90 20.70 19.80 19.40 19.70 20.40 21.70 22.60

Mean Temp (C) 26.90 27,10 27.40 26.50 25.50 24.70 23.80 23.80 24.30 25.10 26.00 26,70

Act Vapor (mb) 25.80 28.80 30.00 30.20 28.60 26.10 24.90 24.30 24.90 26.50 29.10 29.70

Humidity (%) 81 80 81 87 87 83 84 82 81 84 86 84

Wind (m/s) 1.70 1.40 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.60 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.30 1.20

Sunshine (%) 45 35 50 40 35 35 33 35 40 45 40 40

Daylength (h) 12.40 12.30 12.10 12.00 11.90 11.80 11.80 11.90 12.10 12.20 12.30 12.40

PET Daily (mm) 4.70 5.00 4.60 3.30 3.30 3.30 3.10 3.50 4.00 4.30 4.10 4,10

PET Month (mm) 145 141 143 113 101 100 97 109 120 133 122 125 1455

Rain (mm) 65 47 157 433 456 136 77 47 34 100 223 151 1926

EFE Rain (mm) 29 18 100 321 339 83 36 18 10 55- 153 95 1250
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Table: 2

6 cut of 10

As above

5 out of 10
MANJJ
HHHDD

Kisauni Kizimbani

2 out of 10
MAMJJ
HHID

3 out of 10

A 1.: J J
IHHID

Rainfall Stations in Unguja Island Zanzibar

6 out of 10
AMJJ
HHDD

5 out of 10 5 out of 10
MAMJJ LIATIJJ
7HHIT EHHID

As above

3 out of 10
M AMJJ
HHHID

As above

3 out of . 0

1: A 1.1 J J

HHH ID

Rainfall Distribution System

A Possibility of occurance of three
consecUtive Humid months(H)
Pattern of occurance. Month

Rainfall category

B Possibility of occurance of two
consecutive Humid months and
:two intermidiate months within

4 consecutive monthSe
Patte-nn of occurance. Month

Rainfall catego

C Possibility of occurance of two
consecutive Humid months with
one intarmediate month 1:mmediate

proceedirr, or after the Humid
perioa.
Pattern of occurance. Month

Rainfall categc

ITITGUJA - H.;.4.1217.1111, PROHA.13. ILITY XTAIZSIS FOR DzilLirCLUT.ATIOLT OF
D=TDEBI17i GROULTO ST.:JASON A70 TE113.. T7,1:TGHTS 4LL3E(11 -n.A.scu

7 out of 10

MAMJJ
IHHDD

8 out of 10

MAMJJ
IHEDD

out of 10 6 out of 10

As above

of 10

LI A 1,1 J J
IHHDD

..TAMJJ
1HHII

8 out of 10 8 out of 10 6 out of 10 7 out,of_10

MAMJJ
1HHDD

Note: The above Rainfall categories were calaulated using the Potential
Evapotranspiration figures for Kisauni as shown in Table: 1

D Possibility of occurance of tuo
consecutive Humid month

8 aut of 10 8 out of 10 8 cut of 10 8 aut of10 8 out ol. 10 7 out of 108 out o-P 10

Pattern occurance. Month HAMJJ As above As above As above As above MAMJJ MAMJJ
Rainfall oiau.7.gory DHITDD D TTHDD DHHDD

MAMJJ
IHHDD

MAMjJ
IHHDD

MAMJJ
IHHDD



Table: 3

UITCUJA RAE:774 T,T, PROBABTLI_ f IT711177:1MTATT017 OF
D=L=LTE .C.C.TETG - VOLI Sml.SON

Rainfal7 Distribution System
Rainfall Station in Unguja Tsland ZanzHbar

Kisauni Kizimbani Mwera Mkuajuni H/Mchana Chuaka 1:a1=AucTii

Possibilty of ocaarance of two
Humid months(H) and tiro interm-
idiate months in a 4 month
period.

Pattern 6f,occuranceafYI

4 out of 10

0 7 D J

4 out of 10

S 0 ND J

3out of 10

SONDJ

3 aut of 10

SONDJ

4 out of 10

SONDJ

_

-

-

-[DI1HI IIHHD DIHHI I I H H I 1 1 TT 7 7
Rainfa:11 category

. Possibility of occurance of ti-ro

consecutive Humld months
Pattern of ocaurance. Month

L; out oL 10

_
4 out of 10 3 out of 10

_
D- out of 10

_
2ou of 10

_ _
_

Rainfall category

Possibility of ocaarance of one
Humid month and one intormidiate
month.

Pattern -of -oc °-- "I'S. th

5 out of 10

S01TDJ

5outoflO

SONDJ

5 aut of 10

S 0 ITD J

3 out of 10

-

3 oat of 10

-

- _

_
Rainfall category D D 171 /:::) DIHID DIITID

Possibility of occurance of three
consecutive intermediate months,
P,-ttern of-ocaarance. month

_

_

7 out of 10

S 0 ND J

5 out of 10

S 07DJ
4 out of 10

S 0 HD J

_ _ 3out of 10

H D J
Rainfall category DIIID DIIID 1 I 1 I I III

R .kssibility_ bf!occurance-of iwo..

conseautive intermidiate months
Pattern oc:urance. Month

8 aut of lO

S 0 1TD J

7 aut of 10

As above

6 out of 10

SO1TDJ
6 out of 10

SOITDJ
5 out of 10

SOHDJ
4 out of 10

SONDJ
3 out of 1C

7 D J
Rainfall cate,gory DDIID DDIID DDIID DDIID DDIID 7 I 7



PEMBA - 21T7FAIL PROBABILITY ANAr/SIS POR DL'ILIGMTATION OF DEPETDABLE MOWING
SEASON 1111D THEIR LITGT73 - MASTA SEASON.

Note: The above Rainfall categories were cal_mlated using the Potential
avapotransDiration figures for ',fete as shown in Table: 1

Rainfall Dpstribution System Rainfall Stations in Pemba Island Zanzibar

Wete Kkoani Kigomasha

_ Possibility of occumance of three
consecutive Humid months (H).

Pattern of ocaurance = Month

5 out of 10

MA M J J

5 out of 10

MA I.1 J J

6 out of 10

MAMJJ
Rainfall Category T F IIT ri 1 IHHHI DHHHI

B Possibility of ocaurance of two
consecutive Humid months al two
intermediate months within

4 consecutive months.

Pattern of occurance = Month

7 out of 10

MA M J J

6 out of 10

MAMJJ

7 out of 10

YAMJJ
IHHID IHHID DHHTI

Rainfall category

Possibility of occurance of two
consecutive Hilmid month with one
intermediate month immediately
proceeding or after the Hurid period

Pattern of o-curance = Month

8 out of 10

MA M J.J

7 out of 10

ITAMJJ

8 out of 10

MAMJJ
Rainfall category DHHID DHHID D 7 TI T D

,

D Possibility of ocaurance of two
conseautive Humid month

Pattern occurance . Month

9 out of 10

MAMJJ
9 out of 10

MAMJJ
9 out of 10

M IIMJJ
Rainfall category DHHDD DHHD D DHHDD

- 1 6 -
Table: 4



Table: 5

cA R=7_,ILL PROBABIL= ANALYSIS :fa D=ETANTTON 011'
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Rair_fall Distri'oution System Rainfall Station in Pemba Island Zatisibp-r.

liete 12.coa21i Kigomasha,

Possibility of occance of two
Humid. months(H) and two intermidiate
months in a 4 month period.
Pattern cof.- occurance= lic5nth

out of 10

SONDJ

3 out of 10

.S 0 N D J

3 out of 10

S 0 N D J
Rainfall cat egcry IY3I(',7-'17(.T D T H H I IHHID

2 Possibility of occ=ance of two
consecutive H.-umid months.
Pattern of occurance = Konth 6 out of 10

SOITDJ

. .

5 out of 10
SONDJ

3 out o'f 10
SCNDJRiallcatogory D T -7--T 1-1- D D D -1:1 H D I H 7..T I D

3 Possibility of occtu'ance of one
Mania month and one intermid_ia,te month.
Pattern e oPcwance= Month 7 out of 10

S 0 iT D J

7 out of 10
S 0 N D J

5 out of 10
S 0 N D JRainfall category

DDHID DDHID IHIID
4 Possibility of occ=ance of three

cor_secutive intermidiate months.
Pattern of occtu'ance = "Month

_ 6 out of 10
S 0 N D JRainfall ce,tegory

' IIIDD
5 Possibility of ocowaxice of two

consecutive intermidiate month.
Pattern of occtz'ance = Month

8 out of 10
S 0 1T D J

8 out of 10

SONDJ
6 out of 10

As aove
R.ai.nfall category DDIITh DDTID
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2.2. Climate

Analysis of climatic factors based on data obtained from

Directorate of Meteorology, have been carried out by GunesingLe

et al 1983 and subsequent1y summarised in FAO/IFAD Report 1989, these

findings are detailed in table 11. . 0 maps 2 and 3-attached.

2.2.1 Rainfall

UhgUja and Pemba experience a bimodal rainfall pattern. Rainfall

throughout the island vary within the range of 1000 2500 mm/yr. The

mean annual rainfall for Unguja is 1600 mm. (Average rainfall for North

Unguja is 1800 mm/yr ani for south Unguja is 1500 mm/yr). Whilst that

for Pemba is 1900 mm/yr wherethe highest rainfall is experienced in the

areas around Mtambile and Note. .The wettest areas of Penaba are in the

south and narth central regions.

The main rainy season "Masika" (March May) accounts for almost

half the total annual rainfall and the second rainy season "Vuli"

(October December) contribute a further 450 mm.

Seasonal rainfall distribution for a range of sites on Unguja and

Pemba are shown in Figure 3.

Analysia of rainfall variability for each of above sites is

'shown in the Tables 1 10 In Annex 11'0f part 11 of this report.

The major crop producing areas namely Ridge zones and Corridor

zones receive between 1500 2000 mm/yr with isolated areas around Mkwajuni

and Kizimbani receiving 2000 2500 mm/yr, the Wanda zones, Mawehi zones

and associated coastal zones receive lower rainfall within the range of

1000 1500 mm/yr.

Rainfall analysis carried out by FAO/IF4D, shows that:

Masika rains are reliable throughout the islands.

Vu1i rains are reliable in certain areas and not reliable in some.

Rainfall during the off season months are highly variable from

year to year in all areas.



Further rainfall analysis was carried out to determine the

reliabilityof the Masika rains providing 3 consecutive Humid months

required for producing $1 yields of Rainfed Rice (Assuming the requirements

of ideal soil conditions and optimum management are met).

The ariteria used for this analysis was based on the Agro-

Ecological Zones Project Categorisation of HUmid, intermediate and dry

months as Outlined below:

Criteria Classification of month

P (RI) PET(m) Humid month (H)

PET(m)/:. P(m). ipET(m) Intermediate Month (1)

¡Pgr(m) I P(m) Dry month (D)

Where P(m) . Total precipitation of the month (4
PET(m) A Potential Evapotranspiration during month ,(m)

Using these formulae on ana sis of Rainfall variability

in tablel 10 of Annex 11. The desired probabilities for Paoh. Rainfall

stationore derived and listed in talo Nos. 24 5

From table 3 and 5 the possibility of obtaining

3 consecutive Humid month during the Vuli season was around

one in 10 yoars and tho possibility of occurance of two Humid

months and two intormidiate months were 4 and 3 out of 10 for

Kisauni, Kizimbani and Mwera. As for Pemba the same results

were obtained with the possibility of occurance of twe)Humid

months and a intormidiate being 6 out of 10 in Note,. 5 out of 10

in Mkoani and 3 out of 10 in Kigomasha area.

Duo to tho above low probabilities the Vuli rains are

not reliable enough for rainfed rice and is therefore not

evaluated seperately in the suitability classification for a--

second crop of rice under the rainfed project systems (LUT 2)

However in the traditional system of rice aultivation (LW 1) the

Vuli and Yasika rains are ...both. utilised for a single crop of

long durationllocal variety of ricel'and is'considered as such.
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Temperature

Unguja and Pemba have tropical sub-humid climate with

average temperatures around 26°C. This varies from about 20°C to 32°C

between the cooler periods (Aule 7 peptember) and warm period (December

February)4 The' difference ;between the individual monthly moan maximum

and minimum temperatures rango from about 6.8°C in April and May to 10.5°C

in September as illustrated in fit. waS 4 and 5.

2.23 Nindspeed and Direction

Both islands are similar]y influenced by trade winds from

Juno to September when tho prevailing wind is South Easterly) winis blow

from the South East and from November to February these blow from the

North East. Average wind speeds are highest during the dry periods and

rango between 1.8 - 2.3 m/s (Kisauni, Unguia) aria 1.4 - 1.7 m/s(Wete Pemba)

2.24 Solar Radiation

Solar radiation in Zanzibar averages around 400 callom2/day,

In general radiation values during the Vuli season are higher than those

in the Masika. The level of radiation greatly affect crop yields according

to the linear relationship between dally incident radiation and .yield

depending on the photosynthetic effecienoy of the crop( Energy captured x

Energy received -1).

r42:5. Evapotranspiration

The average daily evaporation for Unguja is around 5mm

and varios from 4.4 mm in April to 5.8 mm in February. The average for Pemba

is around 4mm per day and range from 3.1 mm in-July to 5 mm in February.

The monthl,y potential evapotranspiration approches a maximum

of 169mm in January and falls to a minimum of 130 mm in April for Unguja.

Pep , Pemba tho maximum is 145 mm in January and minimun Of 97-ilim'in July.

2.2.6 1,...or Clima tic Factors Dterrnjrjj C o Ada tabi

According to the characterisation of major'cLimates

by Higgins and Kassam 1981 Zanzibar islands come within the warm

tropics with 24 hours mean temperatures regime around 26°C and is

therefore suitable for arop adaptability group 11 with photosynthetic

pathway 03 as illustrated in Table. 6
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TE Terate cultivars, TR Tropical (lowl
cultivars.

Source: FAO, 1978

Sugarbeet tciyhean (IR) Sorghum (TR) Panicum

Phaseolus Phaseolus Maize (TR) Millet (TE,TH)

Wheat Rice Pearl millet Sorghum(TE,TH) Sisal

Barley Cassava .Panicum Pineapple

Oats Sweet Potato Millet (TR) Maize (TE,TH)

Potato Yams Finger millet

Bean (TE) Bean (TR) Setaria Setaria

Chickpea Groundnut Millet (TR) Millet (TE,TH)

Cotton Sugarcane

Tobacco

Banana

Coconut

Rubber

Oil palm

TAE3LE 6 CROP ADAPTABILITY GROUPS, BASED ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC PATHWAY AND
RESPONSE TO RADIATION AND TEMPERATURE.

Crop adaptability
group

II III Iv V

Photosynthetic
pathway

C3 C3 Cy Cy CAM

Optimum temperature
for photosynthesis
(oc)

15-20 25-30 30-35 20-30 25-35

cultivars, TU Tropical (highl +11



Rainfall Station ani
Area represented

UnG,uja Island
Kisauni
Nestern costal ani low
ridge areas. North of
Zanzibar City.

a

Kizimban.i
Western and central

medium ridge zones

Nwera
Central corridor zones

Mkwajuni
Central and northern

it= ridge and corri-.
dor zones.

Probability
out of 10
years.

2

7

6

8

8

8

Growing -period
Rainfall categories month

0 H 30 II 60 H 90 m
March ipril I Hay frune .

O I3 a 60 H 90 D(am,;
I 1 -rMarch April May June

H H H D
Mar ch A il May June

Aarc

Marca

11 Long auration traiiitional 'varieties

Short duration improved varieties

H H _(am).
A il May June

D 1.Sm)

April " flay 1--J-une-

a
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OF GROW= PalIODS 2;0 R=ULTZ7G bu Lran.2.LTICUS
Table: 7 ACCCRDUTG TO 'iT.EM. AV .Arr ARTIITY h1 IIG7T--MA.SZU ASCI"

Length of
growing
perol days

Suitability limitationz immosed by
water availability for rainfed rice

Sin Time tal:en for soil moisture reserves
to be exhauzted.

IpT 2 2

Withadt bunds Uith bunas lathout

-92 + Sm

92 + Sm

S3

S3

Si

S2

S2

S2

92 + Sm

92 + Sm

S3.

53

Si

S2

S2

S2

92 + Sm

92 + Sm

S3

53

Si

S2 S2

92 + Sm

92 + m

S3

S3

S

S2

S2

S2

CSA1

June
.

I Hr
March Atril

D C2Pli
Hay Jume

H .(Srn)
Na,y .1 June

H H
klarch April

''-÷ChHAprit
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Area represented..
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2.2,7 Dependable growing periode

The dependable growing periods and their length

during the two seasons for Unguja and Pemba in-ccrporated in tables
2 - 5 and could be used to determine most suitable crops to be grown

during the seasons.

The dependable growing period lengths and resulting

suitability limitations according to water availability and management for

major arop category 1Ricel under the two Land Utilization Systems prevalent

in Zanzibar are tabulated in table 7.

2.30 Geology and IlydrologY

203.1 Geology and Stratigrapbv,

The ridges of Unguja and Pemba were mainly deposited as

sediments during the middle and lower Miocens time (12 to 26 million years ago).

When Unguja and Pemba were parta of the prehistoric Delta formed at the conflu-

rence of the two great rivers Rufiji and Ruvu.

During this period deposition, sedimentation and. sUbsequent

lithification of the limestane layer were affected while the 1 forms were

shaped by the many deltaic streams that flowed from South to North producing

several corridors and the predominantly North South oriented ridges. These

corridors still form conspicuous landform patterns as are apparent in Unguja

e.d. Southern Kiwani Bay -Mwera BuMbwi Mahonda - Northern. Kiwani Bay and

Bambi - Upenja Kibekwa Chaan.i corridors.

Although the original corridor zones were noariy level

to gently sloping, stratified clay and sand deposited deltaic corridors. Tbs

present remnants of these are seen as differently elevated broken corridors due

to differential uplift and block faulting etc. experienced in the -early Pleistocene

period (1 - 2 million years o) which also caused the separation and emergence

of the Islands from the original delta. Subsequently, higher sea levels t

at present caused considerable marine erosion during the Quaternary period, and

gradual stepwise fail in sea levels resulted in the fermation of the terraced

corralline limestone reef at the out-lying frifiges of the Island

The surfaoe °logical features of both Islands are

characterised by the following sequence as described in Stookley 19281
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Kent, et al 1971 and later summarised by Johnson 1983 and 1987.

Q1 Recent deposits,: Consisting of Colluvial Scree,

Alluvial and the soils developing on them. These are

mainly located within the corridor zones. Soils on these

deposits are classified as Sandy Mchanga in Unguja and

unclassified in Pemba.

Quartenary formations: (less than 1 million years ago)

consisting of Terraced Coralline Reef formations which took

place due to rise in sea levels and subsequent stepwise

lowering of sea. The Q2 is also found underlying the QI

within the corridor, zones. The soils formed on these are

classified as Uwanda and Maweni Kinongo in Unguja and Makani

in Pemba.

Q3 - Early Quartemary deposits* which refilled the reactivated

corridors and channels. These consist mainly of marine sands

and are found below the Q2 layer. At times this layer is not

found as it Pas-been eroded off prOr te Q2 fórmation.

Ii Miocene Limestones

The Miocene limestones of Unguja are differentiated according

to age and stratigraphy as M1, M2 and M3 limestone. The M1

being the most recent of the three deposits and therefore

located on a higher stratigraphic plane with M2 and M3 being

located in lower stratigraphy planes.

M1 Consists mainly of crystalline, reef and detrital limestones

of the original Delta sediments, they weather to form the

Kinongo soils.

M2 Consists of grey to white sandy limestones with hard sili-

ciaus bands, which easily weather into sand and sandstones

most of the exposed layer of this limestone group have been

weathered and as such no consolidated *outcrops are mapped but

their weathered products are all too apparent within the

corridor zones, coastal ridge areas and dissected ridges. They

give rise to the Sandy Mchanga soils.
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113 - These are Greyish to Bluish green limestones,

consisting of marls clay and sandy clays and weather into

heavy clay materials which are found underlying the

weathered M2 products - coarse sands. This combination

of deep sandy surface material overlying heavy sandy clays

subsurface material have given riae to the dissected ridge

topography seen in the C2 mapping unit (Dissected low ridges).

The soils occuring on these limestones have been classified

as Kinamo and Sandy Mchanga

In Pemba, only the lower s Lratigraphio and therefore the

Older N3 Miocene formations have been identified. The 13 Miocene

formation recognised here are much finer in grain size and less

permeable due to the higher shale content evident. They consist

of shales, marls and sandy clays. They have been sub-divided into

two groups according to local differences. MC for Chake Chake limestone

beds and NW for Wete limestone beds.

In both Islands localised outcrops of Pliocene material have

been identified but are not of perticular significance in the mapping

sequence. Both the Q2 coralline reef limestone and 1.11 miocene limestone

are Karstic and there are many sinkholes and caverns located within

these regions. Most of the rivers and streams that flow inte them go

underground into some subterranian channel. The predominantly North-

South oriehtation of the Geophysical features on Unguja and Pemba are

considered as natural continuation' of the landforms around Dar es Salaam

shaped by the deltaic stream flaw patterns.

The Geological maps of Uhguja and Pemba together with a map

showing the differently elevated fault blocks of Unguja are presented

in pagos 27,28 and 29 resopectively.

20302 hydrology &Drainage Systems

The main sources of water for town, villages and rural

use are from spring zones, limestone caves hand dug wells and

boreholes. There are no surface water development or storage mainly

due to the poor water holding characteristics of the surface layer.
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Generally all the Zanzibar strata have aquifer potential to a

greater or lesser extent.

The shbe limestone of the corridor zones of Unguja

acts as the most important Aquifer. The larger of these aquifers

are about 2 4 km wide.

These hydrologically productive corridor zones on Unguja are

a complex of Q11,Q2 and Q3 strata, where Q2 and Q 3 are transmissive

strata. The main permeable zone is the top weathered 10 m of the Q2.

Besides these the Ml and M3 limestone are also discrete aquifers,

although their productivo capacity is very much less.

Most water encountered on the Island is suitable for domestic,

industrial and irrigation us e. Averege TDS values can be as law as

50 rarely as high as 600 Indio

In coastal areas some village wells eXhibits a shallow perched

aquifer overlying a saline aquifer. During dry spells the fresh water

lens is subject to exhaustion.

Deeper aquifers such as those found within the Karroo deposite

which are contin4ous to the mainland are recharged on the mainland.

2,3.3 Drainage

The drainage of Unguja are chiefly westerly but predominatly

subsurface, except in areas with the heavy cley soil. Major streams

disappear into the peripheral coralline and Miocene limestone areas

where many sinkholes and caverns characteristic of Karstic limestone

formations are common.

Infiltration is very rapid and there is also a rapid rise in

the water table after heavy rainfall due to the underlying clayey

sequence in certain areas. In the dissected ridge area the underlying

slowly permeable heavy clay soils give rise to lateral subsurface

drainage flows causing the silding and slumping of the top sandly

layers resulting in dissected landscape and a dendritic drainage pattern.

Pemba consists mainly of a single ridge from which sharply

incised valleys are seen penetrating the partly drowned and often

precipitious west coast. The valleys of the eastern watershed are

flat bottom and filled with erode& silts, clays and sands. The

eastern coastal valley flOors are generally flat and often water

logged.
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2.3.4. Topographic Features

The main topographic features of Uhguja are series of corridors

bounded by a number of parallel ridgos (highest point 117 metres)

running in the North South direction. These corridors were originally

the streams on the Miocene RufijitRuvu river delta system before Unguja

was raised due to block faulting. "In the Quaternary times reefs and

coralline limestone growth commenced in the channel zones, and continued

in a falling sea with coral reef growth (which must grow in the shallow

sunlit portions of the sea) retreating down andlangthe corridors and

across the wide coastal coral rag platform". (Johnson 1983). Subsequent

erosion and colluvial movement deposited the soil materials over the

coralline limestone. These corridors are up to 5 kms, wide and 30 to 45
meters deep. Chief among these corridors are the Bumbwi corridor and the

Bambi Upenja corridor (Report on the Rydrogeology of Zanzibar Island21982).

The Bumbwi corridor is bounded by the Masingini ridge on the west and the

Bongo ridge on the east. It slices through the whole island from north

to south forming wide bays on the north and south coasts. Mahonda2 Bumbwil

and Mwera valleys lie in this corridor. The width of the corridor varios

from 4 kms, at Bumbwi2 4.5. kms. at Mahonda/ Chechele2 to 5 kms2 at Mwera.

The valley floors are 30 to 45 metres below the ridge tops in general.

The Bambi UPenja corridor includes'the Chaani2 Kibokwa2 Upenja

and Kilombero rice growing areas. This corridor lies bordering the

east side of Kinyasini2 Chaani and Mkwajuni ridges.

The topography of Pemba is dominated by a central ridge (Maximum

elevation 97 m above sea level) running in the north south direction

which permits the major streams to drain to the east and the west.

Steep sandy cliffs occur on the west coast and low cliffs of the reef

limestone on the east coast. There are numerous long and narrow valleys

surrounded by steep slopes. The valley floors are flat. Most of the valleys

have river systems originating from springs and winding sluggishay along

the sides or the middle of the valley floors.
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Reworked Corridor Zones

Wanda Zones

Maweni Zones

Swamp Zones
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TABLE 8

EXTENTS OF LANDS UNDER DIFFERENT NORPHO-ECOLOGICAL

ZONES IN UNGUJA ISLANDS

OR TAPCGRAPHY SLOPE
RANGE

(%)

51,630

11,890

16,720

75,610

4,210

32.26

7043

10.45

47.24
2.63

LAND EXTENT FRACTION OF TORAL
(ha) LAND EXTENT (%)

TABLE 2.

EXTENTS OF LAND UNDER DIFFERF TERRAIN CLASSES IN UNGUJA

Generally flat 0 2 12,420 7.76

Flat to undulating 0 6 132,350 82.69

Rolling 6 33 12,040 7.52

Hil]y 33 and above 3,250 2.03

ZONE EXTENT FRACTION OF TOTAL
(HA) LAND EXTENT (%)



EXTENT OF LANDS UNDER D

ZONE

Rid-4 Zones
Makaani Zones

Swamp Zones

EXPENT OF LAND= D
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oral

75,180
15,010

11,220

Table:. 11

Di Di

ORPHO-ECOLOGICAL ZONES IN PEMBA ISLAND

FRACTION OF TOTAL

(%)

CEIN PEtBA

Flat to ¿n ]7 slope
Gently uxidulatirig to rol
Rolling to hilly 0,4,
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2,4. Ve'etatjon and Present Land Uso

2.4.1 Natural Vegetation

The original vegetation of Unguja would have been tropical

high forest except in the corralline areas such as Maweni where less

humid conditions would have given rise to decidouS woodland. Duo to

activities of man this pattern has been greatly modified to the extent,

such that mosaics of forest regrowth, secondary forest and derived

Wanda vegetation types, resulting from bush fallow cultivation practices,

now cover the Maweni and Wanda zones within the coastal and coralline

areas, which were the locations of the earliest known settlements on

Unguja.

In the coastal and inland swamp areas; Swamp specific vegetation

patterns have developed duo to the influence of tidal and fresh water

inundations respectively. The most extensive swamp forests are located

around Chwaka bar. Some of the taller species of trees attain heights up

to 20 m and produce valuable timber. Some are suitable for canee building

and all species are suitable for poles and fuelwoed.

2.4.2 Present Land Use

Within the ridge zones and corridors zones the original high

tropical forest prevailed till the occupation of the Omani Arabs who

started the clove and coconut plantations and within a short interval of

time nothing much was left of the original vegetation and forest, except

for what is left in the Masinginip. Jozani and Ngezi forest; reserves.

In 1980 82 a Land Use atlas of Zanzibar was produced by the

National Coconut Development Programme based on aerial photos taken in 1977.

This is the only land use study covering both islands, Unguja and-Pemba,

available at present. The atlas is made up of 101, 1:25,000 scale coloured

maps, 58 covering Unguja and 43 covering Pemba.

The various categories of Land uses recognised and their extents

as extracted from the land Use atlas are tabled overleaf.
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LAND USE PATTERN, 1977 1/

Unguja

% of
Land use category ha tota

6 Oln 7 1.e.71.5

80 ..

(67 800) (74)

Crazing land, of which

Ranches and dairy
farms 2 140 1

Unimproved grazing 60 645 40 16 915 18

Forest and woodland 24 890 16 5 705 6

4. Other land use

Settlements
Other

1 695) 1 300
2

200) 110

Totals 153 340 100 91 830 100 245 170 100

Source: Land Use Atlas, Zanzibar and Pemba Islands, 1:25 000,
prepared by the Airphoto Interpretation Section, National
Coconut Development Programme (NCDP); Ministry of
Agriculture, Tanzania, and German Agency for Technical
Cooperation (GTZ), 1982.

1/ Excluding mangroves and tidal swamps.

2/ Does not take into account the results of.the rice development
programme.

3/ Crops in settlements and pasture or swamp/tree associations.

670 .

131 570) (54)

2 140 1

77 560 32

30 595 12

2 995
310

)

)
1

1 850 1

8 385 9 13 780 6

0 0 405

11 980 13 20 795 8

31 145 34 33 520 14

10 180 11 41 835 17

1. Cultivated land, of which

(a) Sugar cane 1 850 1

(b) Rainfed rice 5 395 4

(c) Irrigated rice 2/ 405
(d) Other continual/

rotational crop land 8 815 6

(e) Purestand tree crops 2 375 2

(f) Complex associations

(i) associations
of tree crops 31 655 21

(ii) associations
of tree crops
and food crops 12 685 8

(iii) other associa-
tions 3/ 590 .

(g) Total cultivated area (63 770) (42)
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3. HUMAN EEVIOREDIMONT

301. Basis of The Present Economy

Agriculture, including fisheries and livestock production,

is the mainstay of the Zanzibar economy with cloves and coconut

plantations accaunting for more than nine tenths of the exports.

About 70% of the population live in rural areas and 90% of

the rural population are engaged directly in Agricultural pursuits.

Agriculture accounts for nearly 55% of the GDP and over

90 percent of the foreign exchange earnings, followed by trade and

public administration which together contribute around 30% of the

national production. Most of the clove plantations are in Pemba while

coconuts are dominant in Unguja, however, both clave and coconut plant-

ations are currently undergoing rehabilitation since poor husbandry has

greatly reduced their produ.ctivity.

Agriculture is also the main.employer of work force. Fishing

particular provides Iacretive employment for the people living in the

coastal areas, particularly in the Maweni zones, where shifting cultivation

is extensively practiced.

Zanzibar's agriculture has generally suffered from inadequate

price incentives, devaluation of Tanzania Shilling and associated high

cost of productivity.

The rural households in Zanzibar show remarkable similarity in

terms of available and disposable resource. There is no incentive for

surplus production of any forms. Tho rural shops too, have only the very

basic requirements for sale. Since almost all the rural population

produced the staples they needed.

Very few strive to produce more than immediate needs duo to

uncertain marketing facilities and high cost of transportation of produce.

Where the land resource was insufficient for sustenance or in corraline

areas, off farm income generating activities such as charcoal makjng,fuel-

wood and pole extraction and fisheries etc. provided the essential means

of existence.
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3.2. Population & Education

3.2.1 Population Distribution

According to the preliminary report of the 1988 population

census, the total population of Zanzibar is 640,578. The detailed

distribution according to regions, didtricts and sexy for each Island

is tabled below:-

* Figures from 1988 population cencus Preliminary Report Bureau of

Statistics Ministry of Finance, Economic Affairs and Planning, Dar es Salaam.,,

Table - 13.

ZANZIBAR POPUIATION DISTRIBUTION*

LSLAND REGION DISTRICT TOTAL MAL] MALE AVERAGE l'OPULA-
POPULATION HOUSE- TION

GROUTH
HOLD 0t

SIZE (1978 -89)

UNGUJA NORTH NORTH A 59,992 28,228 31,764 4.1 2.3
NORTH B 37,036 18,082 18,954 4.1 2.3

It SOUTH

CENTRAL GENERAL 45,037 23,025 22,012 4.5 3.1
SOUTH 25,147 ' 12,012 13,135 4.5 3.8

TOWN & WEST 50,693 26,396 24,297 4.5 3.8
WEST

TOWN 157,634 77,787 79,847 500 3.8

FOR UNGUJA 375,539 185,530 190,009 4.5 3.0
-(Total)

PEMBA NORTH WETE 76,258 36,988 39,270 4.8 2.6
u u MICHEUENI 61,141 29,862 31,279 4.5 2.6
u SOUTH CHAKE CHANE 60,131 29,408 30,723 4.9 2.6
tt 11 MKOANI 67,509 33/076 34,433 4.7 2.6

FOR PEMBA 265/039 129/334 135,705 4.7- 2.6
(Total)
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3.2.2 Education

The Department of Education, Zanzibar celebrated 25 years of

free education in September 1983.

Compulsory schooling starts at age 7 in co-educational

institutions and goes on for 11 years. Most of the schools have

two sessiens per day in order to cope with the student population.

Even with these measures reportedly only approximately 60% of the

age-eligible children were enrolled.in primary schools (Standard 1

to Std. V111) and approximately 40% in lower secondary schools

(Form 1 - Form 111). *

A department for Adult Education established in 1978 has

contributed much to the present estimated figures that over the

adult population is literate, which is higher then In most countries

in Africa.

3.3. 'cultural and Land Policies

The Government of Zanzibar has summed up its agricultural

policies in its Publication: °Sera ya Kilimol, Agriculture and

livestock Policy for Zanzibar Published in 1984 which made a number

of proposals on land tenure. The most important outcome of this is

the setting up of a land Commission within the office of the Chief

Minister responsible for deciding and arbitrating on all matters

concerning land use and land allocation.

Objectives of the Zanzibar Agriculture and Livestock policies

is briefly summarised below:-

Improve agriculture sector to beceme self-sufficient in most

requirements; Diversify economy with new better managed cash crops

and produce necessary raw materials for agro-based industries.

Encourage people and youth in rural areas to participate more in

agricultural and livestock production through various incentives

such as export facilities, loans, essential services and encourage

them to form farmer cooperatives. Increase the use of livestock in

agriculture related activities such as transportation, ploughing,

production of bio-gas etc.

*FAO/IFAD Report 1989.
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3.3.1 Agricultural Policy and Subsidies

All lands in Unguja and Pemba to remain as national

property.

Re-registration of land with the ultimate goal of

producing a general land use plan.

Establishment of a land commission with representatives

at regional, district and ward level.

New laws to be legislated to deal with utilisation,

conservation and reclamation of lands. Consider the validity of

past and present land laws and the consequences of the land

allocation practice after 1964.

The following table svatmerises' the subsidies
offered by the Government as incentives to farmer.

Table - 14

GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES

ITEMSUIK;IDY
Fertilizers 9270

Ploughing and Harrowing
by Tractors 89%

Irrigation water 87%

Land Development costs
for Irrigated Rice 100%
Production

Herbicides 41%

COST TO FARKER(T.SHS)

150/100 Kg.

1940/ Ha.

2000/ Ha.

500/ Liter

Source: Departments of Planning and Administration and Plant

protection.

3.3.2 Ownership of lands

Revision of the Uovernment 3 acre plot land allocation

policy as the population is increasing at a high rate while the land

area remains constant. Reallocation of lands not properly maintained

or abandoned amongst those who can make it productive to the required

level.
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In rice valley, according to availability of lands, farmers

to be allocated 0.2 ha. in irrigation fields and 0.4 ha in rainfed

areas with right of ownership up to 33 years. Owned lands, be it on

upland or Valley, three acre plots or with permanent crops will have

the right of ownership up to 200 years.

3.3.3 Usage.of Lands

Every region, district and ward will have the social

and economic values of the land identified and its own lard use

programme. Land use plan will be prepared indicating lands for

difforent purposes and Ministry of Agriculture is to conduct Soil

Analysis and monitor yields tlirough surveys.

Due to existing scarcity of land every citizen with

arable land is required to use it for growing either food ar

cash crops.

Nhere possible farmers will be encouragedto practice

mixed farming to increase production from the small amount of land.

Extension services will be improved and great emphasis

placed on proper land management as specified under tho land laws.

3.3.4 Mtakula Programme

Subsequently the national Programme for fool Self

Sufficiency (Mtalzula) was launched in 1987. Its main goals are to

achieve food self sufficiency by year 2000 through increased produ-

ction of rice and also other staples such as roots, tubers and

grain crops:

Reduce the dependency on rice imports.

Diversify exports.

Reduce subsidies on fertilizer from present 927e

to the actual cost.

Remove conuumer subsidies on rice;

Stabilize producer prices.
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Techniques and methods to be adopted to achieve the Illtakula'

objectives are:

Improve ex ension;

Mobilize farmers, motivate and unite them in cooperative

societies of their agn choice through proper management.

'Mtakula programmes will be mainly involved in the production

of rice, cassava, sweet potatoes, bananas, maize, millet, pidgeon peas,

sugar canes cowpeas, citrus, meat, milk and eggs.

3.4. Land Tenure Sys ems *

The present land tenure system is dominated by (i) Presidential

Decree PD 13/1965 which vested all land in the government. (ii) PD 5/1966

land distribution Decree to effect the distribution of a,icultural land

to landless families. (iii) PD 1/1969 Distribution of plots for

constructio building purposes.

Therefore lands within the present tenure system comprises of:

Private property with titleS granted under the above decrees;

State land Land which government held before 1964;

Land and premisos confiscated under confi cation

Decree PD 8/1964;
Land in the form of forest reserve and unoccupied

lands.

Land under Wakf and Trust Commission.

According to the present legislation, only transactions of

property are registered, hence, there is no register showing the holdings

of more than 70,000 families who undertake small holder farming in the

Islands. Not even the 27,825 ha of plantation land, which was distributed

during 1964 1975 to more than 26,000 familie4recorded, surveyed or the

rights of occupancy for the recipients of the 'three acre plots' clearly

addressed in records.

* Based on information received from the ongoing

Regional Land Use Plan Project.
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The newly established Commission for lands ami Environment

(Bill of establishment passed in-the House of Representativos in early

October 1989), divided in Department of Lands, Surveys and Detail

Planning and Environment, is to be the first co-ordinativo body over

in Zanzibar, to be responsible for all land issues. The new legislation

(Land tenure Act, land Adjudication Ast, Land Registration Act) will,

after being accepted (Late 1989 - early 1990), lead to registration of

rights of occupancy of all holdings, whether ivate or incorporate/

government. Slxveys of the holdings and titles -:will wovido the security of

right- now largely missed.

3.4.1. Categories of Land Rights Within tho TonureasIem

A2thouEh all land in Zanzibar is vested in the Government land

rights and habits which originated in the islamic law and traditional

rights are still respected. In the rural areas of Zanzibar the following

kinds of land Tenure is prevalent:

Plantation Region

(a) Shamba Farming System

Throe acre plots distributed by tho Government out of the

land that was confiscated after the Revolution. These were

allocated to the former plantation workers and landless people

who had large families. These lands could be confiscated if

the allottees do not aihero to conditions as laid down in the

decree PD 5/1966.

Inherited Land

Despite tho fact that all land belong to the Government the

habits of inheritance of property follows the Islamic and

existing laws and it is possible te inherit land.

30 Family Plots

Family plots are inherited land belonging to several family

members, usually ono family member looks after tho land on

behalf of the rest of who are living elsewhere.



4. Bought Lana

These are inherited land (except Nakf land) which have

been solid by the owners. The payment extracted is usually

for the crops and infrastructure on the land. No value is

pu t oh the land as all land is Government owned.

(b) Konde Farmin, System

Borrowed Land

These lands can be used for growing non permanent crops.

No rent is paid, usually the borrower can use the land

during his life time.

Land seasonally allocated by the Government

These lands are usually in the developed valleys of the

corridor zones they are conditionally allocated in small

plots for specifiedlana uses e.g. rice.

Coralline Region

Shifting Cultivation System

These are usually Maweni lanas used for shifting cultiva tion.

Permission for their use is obtained from the local CCM branch. The

usual mode of safeguarding the right to use after a short ley period is

by erecting a fence of coral around the perimeter of the plot.

3.4.2 'Land Tenure and Farming Systems

There are three district farming systems practised within the

two major Agroclimatic Regions in Zanzibar. Tho plantation region has

two farming systems and the coralline region has one farming system as

detailed below:

Plantation Region

Restricted to the Plantation regions with good soil there are

two traditional Farming systems wilich characterise Land Tenure.- They are:-

(a) Sham-5a

7arAiDL;;21t;A.chamba farmer is one who owns or has assurance by law

for long term utilisation of the land he farms. His land

will como under one of the following categories of land

rights within the tenure system:

(a) 3 acre plot (b) Inherited (c) Family plot

(d) Bought land.

He is free to cuitivate permenant tree crops, field

porinnials or annuals on the land. If he is unable to farm
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all the land on his own he has the right to allow a

Konde farmer to farm in the under-utilised portions of

his land, if one or more Konde farmers aro farming within

certain portion of a shamba these portions are ter

shamba cum kende farming areas.

(b) Konde Farming System

A konde.Parmer is primarily farming on someone else's land,

his land will come under the following categories of land

rights within the tenure.system (a) Borrowed land (b) Land

seasonally allocated by Government. Konde farmers are not

allowed to grow permanent tree crops on the land they farm.

However they are allowed to grow annual crops and field

perennials like Cassava, Banana, Papaya, Pidgeon peas, Sugar

cano etc. The permanent tree crops within the land he farras

belong to the shamba owner. A Konde farmer does not pay

for the land he farms but is duty bound to safeguard the tree

crops in the Shamba.

Coralline Region

Within these regions a traditional shifting cultivation system is

practisedo Permission from the local CCM Branch has to obtained before

the land can be cleared for farming.

It is comon that one year of cultivation alternate with a short

term fallow period of 5 years or three years of cropping succeeded

by 7 - lo years of fallow depending on the productive capacity of the

land being farmed-. Some farmers build walls by stacking coral around the

perimeter of these plots for protection from animals and as a means of

reserving it for future use after the fallow period.
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Source: Adapted from Farming Systems in Zanzibar -NCDP 1983

(Provisional results)

Land Tenure and its Irn.aot on Socio Economic Factor

Many people have abandoned their allocated three acre plots

under PD 5/1966 and moved to towns or even to the mainland. Some had

no experience in farming the types of crops that were grown in the plots.

This is mainly the case in clove and coconut plantation aroas. Some

live far from their allocated lanas.

There has been uprooting of families from their traditional

residential areas moving to various other parts of the islandsi This

has contributed to neglect of their farms and decline in prodUction.

land tenure terms within plantation regions:-

Crók Owned Borrowed

Shamba Konde

Clove 100 o

Citrus 96 4
Mango 100 o

Breadfruit 88 12

Papaya 50 50

Banana 50 50

Pigeon pea 30 70

Cassava 40 60

Rice 40 60

Cowpea 45 55

Sweet potato 35 65
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The life interest on land allocated freely as guided by

the decree is new to "ZanzibT. Culture of ownership."

People do not trust in the offer as it does not provide

adequate security for major investments and improvement to the land.

Some perceive it in,the light "lihat was given free can be taken free."

Squatting on land has increased and it has been difficult to

practico "Land Use Planning."

Land administration has been unsatisfactory, having different

government and party institutions invdived in a allocating land and

advocating land use planning. Aotivities that are never co-ordinated.

No enforcement of the regulations for those who breach the covenants.

304.5 Physical Planning of Land Resources in the Context

of Existing Land Tenure*

Since lana use activities are guided and controllei by the

public sector as well as the farmers, land use policies should be

binding to all.

Attempts have been made by some of the inStitutions that

practice land administration with regard to planning of the use of

the land resources. Ministry of Agriculture plans for agricultural

developments and Commission of landa and Environment plans for settlement

development. These activities have been going on separetely and with

less co-ordination resulting in a number of problems on the planning and

implementing process itself and to the management of land resources.

It has not been easy to impIempnt the good physical plans prepared by

these institutions and realise their impact on land resource management

due to limitation of resources/ such as trainea manpower/ facilities

for regular field travel and non availability of,provisions for reibbu-

rsement of travel expenses incurred while on duty within the coufitry.

Other drawbacks are the loop holes, within the land decrees that make every

one free to deal with land usage the way he thinks is profitable

regardless of the directions of plans. Ad-hoc decision by politicians

on land use i.e. what should be developed where; ic 'also a contributing

factor.

* Based on information provided-by the regional land Use Plan project.
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Hence, it is appropriate that a competent organisation

responsible for land resources inventory and land use planning

should serve as a technical body to suggest and formulate land

Use policies on behalf of the ComMissions.

3.4.6. Land Tenure and DegTadation of Land Resources

Majority of land users in Zanzibar who directly engage in

small holder farming practices mainly under the Konde farming system

on borrowed lands and the 26,000 families which have been allocated

3 acre plots under the land allocation decreeldo not hold legal title

to the lands they cultivate,

The first category (Konde--armer) is cultivating lands which

already have tree crops belonging to a third person whose entitlement

to the permanent crops on the land is assured. He is allowed to farm

the land with semi-permanent and annual crops without damaging the

existing crops.

The second category farms their 3 acre plots and are free to

choose whatever crops they prefer to cultivate according to the

traditional Shamba system or engage a Konde farmer to look after

their interests while they reside elsewhere however, both these cate-

genes have no real committment to invest in land improvement as they

consider the land as belonging to a third party.

In the caso of these two catagories of farmers there is no

interest in conservation of the land resource as it does not belong

to them. Therefore either intentionally (for ease of cultivation);

or unintentionally (due to lack of knouledge and sound extension

advise) they carry out damaging land use practices such as ridging

down the slope for cassava or clearing the protective grass cover on

slopes exposing the bare soil. Thus causing accelerated erosion of

good soil layers and simultaneously subjecting the permanent tree crops

on upper and mid slopes to severe moisture stress. This in turn has

adverse effects on the yields of the tree crops planted on the higher

aspects of the land-form,finally resulting in these tree crops slwcu-

mbing easily to disease and pests, froM which they soldom recover, as

their nutrient supply as well as their soil moisture is depleted.
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This is amply reflected in the gradual decline of yields during the

last decade and the high incidence of die back, sud-cien death, and other

diseases. Ronce, it is absolutely essential in the interests of the

futuro generations to enact legislation on soil and water conservation

and lay down proper guidelines regarding the cultivation of sloping

and hilly lanas, whereby both the Konde farmer and the Shamba owner

are responsible to effect prescribed conservation measures.

3.4.7 lation on Land Uso

Present Legislatien relating to land use is very weak and

fragmented new laws are required to ensure that proper soil and water

conservation measures are adopted together with the appropriate land

Use as planned.. It is proposed-that a land utilization ordinance be

enacted, designed to review existing land use, plan new land use

activities and conduct research on land use and land management pract-

ices on all lands in Zanzibar, the ordinance should provide for comyu-

lsory land use planning and environmental impact assessment before

any organisation or individuals embarks on new land Use activities

present land use too should be reviewed with an intention of examining

the suitability and aaoption of more suitable enterprises and improved

land management practices.

3,50 Transportation and Road Network

Inadequate transportation and deteriorating physical

infrastructure such as roads aro the weakest links in the economic

chain of yredominantly agricultural Zanzibar.

The present situation is the culmination of neglect and or

insufficiency of resources being provided over the past few years for

adequate maintenance of the essential road network which serves as the

only link between the farm and the market.

Some major roads are currently being upgraded under assisted

projects. However, these programmes are expected to take several years

to be able to contribute much in torms of cheaper and better transport-

ation facilities, especially for the farming population. Kest of the

existing secondary roads and feeder roads connecting with the majar

roads are also in very bad condition oven during the dry season and become

impassable in the rainy season, thus cuttine off the timely supply of

inputs to farms and the transportation of perishable produce to markets.



This situation has to be urgently reotified to realise the

actual effects of increased food production through the

"Mtakula" Programme that is to be effected within the next

10 years.

3.6 Allocation of land among enterprises and land uses,

The question of land allocation for enterprises rests

ex several factors all of which are dependent on land tenure laws

that are currently being revised.

A consultant on lath tenure will be needed to interpret

the new laws axil look into the possibility for the allottees

obtaining such facilities as agricultural credit, etc, before atlY

decisions could be taken as to weather it will be a viable proposition.

The Regional Land Use Plan Project will deal with this

sdbject after the laws are passed and fully interpreted.



4, SOIL RESOURCES

401. Introduction

Calton el al characterised the soils of Unguja and

Pemba during the period 1949 - 1955. No recent soil classification

has been carried out at national level since this work. Unfortunately

not a single soil profile description or other detail records of the

field activities in Unguja or Pemba were available to understand the

criteria used in this classification, except the very brief descriptions

of the soils outlined in an article published in the East African Journal

Vol. XX1 No. 1 of JulY 1955, titled. 'A study of more important soils

of Zanzibar protectorate' by U.E.Calton, G.E Tidbury and G.F. Walker,

respectively of chemical laboratories Der. es Salaam, Department of

Agriculture, Zanzibar and Macaulay Institute for Soil Research Aberdeen.

During the project field work, profile description were

made of nypical Patens' in each of the sell units described by Calton.

These were subsequently used together with the available laboratory

data for correlation of the soils with the FAO System. The project

profile descriptionsare included for reference in Part 11 Annex,11 of

this field document.

Thirty represent tive soil profile pits from Unguja and

thirty four pits from Pemba NOTO sampled and tha soil samples despatched

to the National Soil Service Laboratories at Mingano, Tanga in August

1989 and April 1990 respectively. No anaytical data on any of the samples

were wrailable for use in the soil correlation eXercise or for inclusion

in this report.

FAO guidelin.es for soil profile descriptions were used

in the description of the Pedons ancl soil correlation lir.3,3 carried: out

using the FAO/UNESCO/LTRIC, ::oil map of the world., revised. legend. (1983 edition).

Table 1j and 17 show the correlation of the soils

of Unguja ani Pemba ani the corresponding profile ruj:ibcrs relavant to

each soil profile description included in annex 11.
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Talle: 15

AREA "ODER DIFFER= CAMGOTUES OF SOIIS BASED ON
CAITONYS'aLAOSIPICATION

Source: FAO/1FAD, 1987

*Area under marshes and swamps not included.

Soil groups UNGUJA
area (ha)

Soil groups PEMBA
area (ha)

Kinongo soils (loamy type) Upland soils
Deeper kinongo 8,912 5.81, Bopwe 24,123 26.2
Shallower kinongo 12,231 7.98 Utasi 8,998 9.8
Uwanda 25,337 16.52 Semi-utasi 7,329 7.9
Maweni 65,045 42.42 Ndamba 765 0.8
Swampy Wanda 1,269 0.83
Shell soils 704 0.46

Mchanga soils (sandy type) Lowland soils
Reddish and brownish 10,725 6.99 Mtifutifu 26,564 28.9

Yellowish and greyish 13,277 8.66 Ki.nako 8,215 8.9

Sandy 7,596 4.95 Makaani 15,836 17.2

Kinamo soils (clayey type)
Kinamo 8,244 5.38 91,830* 100,0

153,340* 100.00
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4.2. Soil Classification Unja Island

The soils of Unguja have been sUbdivided into the following

three groups by Calton:

1. Mchanga (Kichanga) group

Kincngo group

3. Kjhamo group

Each of these group have been further subdivided into

sub groups based on colour depth and Texture as outlined below;

4.2.1 Mchanga grou.R

This group is described as soils of variable drainage

derived from non calcarious sediments. They are regarded Lis the normal

soils of the island developing on mixed materials, particularly the M2

and M3 limestone assooiated with the coastal areas, and are similar to

the dominant soil of the adjacent Mainl- .. The Mohanga soils, are described

and mapped under the followind sub groups.

4.2.1.1 Reddish and Brownish,Mchanga

Thexare deeplr. ish.in upper slopes of the terrain,

becoming brownish en midslopes and lower slopes ani are described as well

leached soils lacking in soluble salts and Carbonates. In terms of soil

drainage they aro well to moderately well drained deep soils.

They have a pH of about 5.5 which usually remains the

same or decreases to around 5.0 at depth. Exo .eable Caloium is uniform

in profile at 2 3 m.e per 100 g of soil, organic carbon is usually about

14 in the top 25cm and falla to about half" this amount witt. the next

25cms.

The Truog Phosphate is arouini"5 parts per million P

throughout the profile. Kaolinite is the predominant clay mineral with

traces of Goethite.

The main craps gragn in.these soils are ()love, cocorat,

citrus, bananas, cassava, 2..go-..;t potatoy pineamiaes..; to,nthar Nith varioty

of homogarden, tree crops such as jak break fruit, durian, rambuttan, etc.

FAO equivalent: RhodiHaplic Acrisole and ilaplic Acrisole

r0SpOOtiv02,y.
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4.2.1.2 Greyish/Yellowish Mchanga

This sub group is net clearly defined. In the soil map

both imperfectly drained Mchanga soil occuring adjacent to the corridors and

the actual corridor zones with the associated hydromorphic soils of variable

texture and or oriEin are grouped together ami Mapped as one unit.

During tho fiold investigation it was apparont that this

grouping was not satisfactory as the cOrridor zonos soils which were

classjfjocl. as Gloysols and Fluvisols do not conform to the general

description and morphologioal characteristics of the Mchanga group.

The yollowish Mchanga is doscribed as deep but sluggishly

draining loamy to heavy soil with blue grey mottles at depth, this

appears to be imporfectly drained member of the Mchanga group and the

corresponding terminology according to FAO classification, as detorminod

during field observations conducted, points to these being Ferric and

Gleyic Acrisols.

The Greyish Mohanga is Separately described as sandy to silty

soils with a permanent high water table, together with a peaty topsoil

with black concretionary materials which are found just above the water table.

These are - clearly the Eydromorphic soils of the corridor zones which

noed to be separatod from the Mchanga group due to the above montionedreasop.

According to tho FAO system of classifioation those soils are bost described

as Gloysols and Fluvisols, depending on their respective origins and locations.

Tho pH values of these soils ranee from 4.5 to 5.0.

Land Use in the Yellowish Mchanga is similar to tho Roddish

Mchanga oxcept with no clove trees at the lowor aspects of the.slopos.

While in the depressions and corridor zones where tho Greyish

Mchanga soils occur rice is predominantly grown during the Masika rains,

ami boans vegetables, maize and sweet potatoes during the Vuli rains. If

tho farmers got assistance of tho Irrigated rice projoct, two crops of rice

are grown.
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4.201.3 Sandy Mchanga

These are described as more or less puro sands akin to the reddish

and brownish Mchanga soils but dominated by their sandy parent material which

are non calcarious sands and sandy clays. No other description of this

sub-group, beside the above is given. In the soil map this group is demarcated

:along the western Coastal area"Northwurds from Zanzibar city

The predominant Land Use twthese soils are coconut with

mango, cassava, banana, Homegarden treo crops and arable crops such as pulses,

groundnuts. Rice is grown in the Alluvio Colluvial depressions and basins

within this unit.

During the course of field work twu Ire identified within

this sub-group. They consist of Aroni-Dystric Aorigols and Cambics.Arenosols.

The'Acrisols are compesed of about %cm of LoamY'Sands overlying

an almost Brownibh Mchanga Soil sonsibting of deep Sandy ClaY Loams of

uniform textural gradation to great depths,while the Axenosol consists of

over 100 cm ofloamy sand overlying sandy clay loam deszribed above.

4.2.20 1_71422EE2L2LEE

The Kinongo soils are described as free draining soils,

developing on weathered limestone.Materials'and forming a matUrity sequence.

Thé deeper Kinongo soils are located on ridgeslin almost parallel formation,

mostly around the centre of the island; and in contact with the Mchanga

greup,while the shallower types cover:the flat country to the East and South
i 1

East'. They do not exhibit catenaryldifferentiation althOugh! the topography

is generally irregular, probably due to the entirely vertical leaching

regime and highly- permeable sdbstrata, as evidenced by a laW water table

within the .parent rock below the soil material and the absence-Cif a river

uystem.

The degree of maturity of the Kinongo Soils are determined by the

length of time during which the parent material has been exposed to weathering,
,

the four clearly defined groups reflect a stepwise exposure of the parent

material to weathering during the staggered period of emergence of the Island.

The following sub-grou of Kinongo Soils have been mapped:



These soilsexhibitL most of the properties of the deep Kinonao

oxcopt that the colour is a shmle less red (10R 4/6) and tho baso saturation

higher. Tho shallower Kinongo ;..1 a soil profile of about 1 motor over-lying

decomposing limestone while the shallow Kinongo had decomposing limestones

within 50 -ems of the durfacoo

During tho course of field wilrk, it was establishod that the

shallower and shallow Kinongo soils (»cured almost sido by sido in tho low

elovatod portions of the ridgos and wero a reoult of differontial weathering

in situ of the un4crlyins limestone rocks which exhibited a rather wavy

weathering surTato in contact Idth ihe soil. The Use was nimilar to
tho deop Kinongo with tho shallow arcas not supporting cloves*
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40202.1 Deep Kinongo

This is described as the most mature soil group with well

drained profiles of aboyo meter or more directly overlying limestone.

Tho soils are rather heavy loams of full red colour (10R 3/6) with

a romarkablo uniform toxtural gradation in tho profile with a slight

increase of clay content whidh is possibly attributod to tho diminishing

organic matter content with depth. There are no illuvial horizons aid

tho chango from soil to parent material is hharp.

Tho pH of the deop Kinongo is around 6.4 with about 24
organic carbon. Tho oxchangeable caloium contont is less than 12 me

por 100 gm of soil and tho Truog phosphato is 43 parts per million* The

PR rarely fall below 6.0 at depth, nor tho exchangoablo calcium below 6 mo.

The main clay mineral is Kaolinite with some Goethite. The

Cation Exohange Cupaoiby iS,modiulu Tho (loop Kinongo noila are rathor

intensively cultivatod with cloves, coconuts, citrus, banana, cassava,

sweot potatoes, mango, pulses, pineaptles and all typos of homogardon

tree crops and arable crops.

the Doop Kinongo Soils are correlated as Rhodic Forral.sels.

4.2.2.2 Shallower & Shallow Kino
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The top soil pH recorded was 6.8 with higher organic

Carbon content of around 2.8"i% Exchangeable Calcium at 25.5 me por

100 gr soils and Truog phosphate around 148 parts per million. The claY

mineralogy is largely kaolinite with traces of vormiculite and Goethite.

Calcite being the Tain constituent of the parent material with traces of

kaolinite and hydrous mica.

The shallow Kinongo soil was correlated as a Calcaric Cambisol

while the shallower Kinongo was classified as a Chromic Cambisol.

402.2.30 Uwanda Kinongp

The Uwanda is a dark reddiSh coloured high humic shallow

soil of around 30cm depth overlying very porous shelly Cgralline limestone

materials, unlike in other Kinongo soils, Boehimite accounts for more than

half tho clay fraction of the Uwanda. The remainder being Verm.iculite and

Kaolinite. Increased amounts of Kaolinite, perhaps derived from the breakdown

of Vermiculite are found in the more mature soil clay fractions. Tho presence

of Verridculite enhances the base holding capacity of the soils and the

highly sosquioxidic nature is probably duo to the porosity of the parent

material (Q2 limestone) which permit very rapid leaching. The parent material

is said to be limo a sieve below the soil.

The soils arereutral to slightly alkaline with pH around 7.0.

Organic Carbon content at aroUnd 6.8 and the Exchangeable Calcium centent

is 45.5 me per 100 gr soil, with Truog phosphate at 184 parts per million.

The Uwanda Land Use is generally open grasslands used as

unimproved grazing land with scattered clumps of short scrub like growth

mainly composed of the MtopetoTe (Anona Senegalenbis),Guava and several

other species.

The predominant grass species is lAtchomanguot (Hoteropogen

Contortus) which in its young stage provides excellent grazing for cattle

but as the season progresses it becomes tough and lignified. These are

subject to frequent bush fires during the drier periods. With the increasing

population pressures a,lot of the Uwanda land surrounding the thickly

populated areas are now taken up as homestead garden and crops are planted

in holes dug in the coral paren'-material. The FAO equivalent of this soil

group is Mollie Leptosols.
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4.2.2.4 Maweni Kinongo

This soil consists of pockets of black humic material which

are located in the crevices of the, aLnost flat terraces of the coralline

reef limestones (Q2) which form the extensivo Eastern and Southern portions

of the Islands.

The pH of the soil material is around 8.0 with a high orEanic

carbon content of around 20.3. The Exchangeable Calcium content is hig4

and Truog Phosphate is around 107 parts per million. The area is mainly

forested with low deciduous forest types. with some tall trees in patchy

areas with M1 limestone parent material. Traditional shifting cultivation

ib carried out in patches of fertile lands after cutting and burning the

existing vegetation° Once yields start to decline, the lands are allowed

to revert back to bush for soil regeneration..

There is a variety of crops grown under the shifting

aultivation system/the most popular crops are cassava, banana, papaya,

pigeonpeas, tobacco, tomatoes

These soils aro classified as Rendzic and IithiaIeptoSols

44243. Kinamo Group

Those are described by Calton as sluggish draining soils and

located in several isolated areas. The largest area located in the North

of the Island consists of gray clays to sandy clays, derived from clayey

parent materials. The remaining patches are said to occur in Cheju and

Muyuni. The Kinamos are described as heavy cracking soils without perceptible,

catenary differentiation.

The major proportion of the Cheju clay 41-action occuring at

depths around meter is described as consistinglmairay of, Montmorilonite

with some Kaolinito and a trace of Boehemite. Higher up the profile at

depths around 1 meter the Kaolinite content is greater than the Montmori-

lonite and Hallosite clays.

During the course of present field investigation it Was found

necessary to differentiate between the Northern Kinamo, the Kinamos of

Choju Plain and Muyuni areas.,.Due to differences in clihatic, soil ami

topographic features.
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4.2.3-91 Northern Kinamo

The Northern area Kinamos exhibit, quite different landform

characteristic from the others. They are located at a much higher,
.

topographic position in the landscape and resulting from this and the

higher rainfall exporionced. Tho land hero is highly dissected. The surface.

soil is very sandy probably due to the removal of theAnher clay particles

by water.

These sandy soils overly a heavily glued, coarse sandy clay
sUbsoil which is almost impervious. As a result tho subsarface drainage

is very restricted:with water flowing laterally over the compact sandy

clay underlying this sandy top sOil at around 60cm depth. It is this

lateral drainage that induces the sliding and slumping of the saturated,

weakly structured, sandy top soil giving rise to the dissected landscape

within this Kinamo area.

The soils hero do not exhibit any surface cracks duo to the

sandy nature of the topsoil but the sub-soil is vory compact and hard

sandy clay which greatly restrict root penetration.

These areas were grouped as C2 within the mapping units and the soils

ocouring within them are classified as Aren! Gleyic Cambisols and

Cpmbic Arenosols,

The Aren! -Qleylc.Cambisols..are those with, coarse, loamy sands and

sandy loam layers not exceeding 60 cm overlying tho compact and Gleyed

sandy clay. The Cambio Arenosols which occupy about 20% of this map unit

conists of mainly thick sandy deposits in excess of 100 cm overlying the

clay. Those aro located on tho lower aspects of the sopo. Lana Use is

restricted to coconut, mango, cassava and upland rice.

4.2.3.2. Cheju Kinamo!

The Kinamogs of Cheju are mapped separate]T under the A2.

mapping unit. ,The Cheju plain is a part of a broken corridor with underlying

coralline limestones (Q2) material below the clay layer. It is probable

that this clay layer originated from decomposed Shales, Marls and Clays

of the 113 limestone rather than the M1 due to the nature of the clays.
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The Cheju soils are heavy Qracking.clays and,therefore

fall into the Vertisol group, their Vertic properties are quite apparent

on the dryer parts of the surface and in the leaning of fence posts, cracks

in the water ways and channels and even inside the Paddies. $lickensidea. are

observed on most profiles and vertical cracks more than i 3 cm wide are

observed up to depths of 1 meter or morel in some places on the periphery

of the area away from the paddies°

The soils here have been previously classified as Mollie

Gleysols but it is quite obvicus.that, they are Vertisols.

They are therefore mapped as Eutric and Calcic Vertisols.

The Calcio Vertisols overly- the Q2 reef coralline materials at depths less

than 125 cms and covers approximately- about 20% of the mapping unit.

Th9 land use here is predominantly" rice cultivation. Land

preparation is carried out using government tractors, under the Rainfed

Rice Project. A small area comes under irrigated rice. Good quality local

-Variety of mangoes called Dodo are grown in-small mounds within the plain

possibly- to provide shade for the rice farmers, these mangoes seem to thrivo

on the heavy clay soils°

4.2.3.3 The Muyuni and KiziMkazi Kinamo

These Kinamosl are mapped as low Elevated rounded:ridges -C13

as they occur as outcrops in the Southern areas entirely PurroundEd

by the Maweni (reef Corallino Q2).

These are probably the remnants of the stunkenM3 limestone

Ridges which have weathered into Shales, Marls and Clays giving rise to the

present soils which are mapped as Eutric Vertisols and Calcio Vertisolso

Land Use is restricted to Home garden crops chief of which

is the famous Muyuni mangoes, The lowlands surrounding the Ridge is

used for rice and annuals.
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4.2.3.4 Complex Slope Kinamots

These occur adjacent to the Northern Kinamols and

are located around Pangeni Hills'areap with complex slopes, bordering

the medium elevated ridges. They are heavy clay soils from surface

downwards but do not eXhibit the surface cracks and slickenslides which

are characteristic pf the Vortisols. Some pro-filos examined had deep

clays with shiny ped faces don to about 2 meters, while some others

had clay throughout with Calcio Nodules and Calcio material occuring

at about 100 cm depth.

Tho land use on these soils were mainly rubber

plantations and grasslands,with mango trees used for cattle ranching.

Those soils were classified as Haplic and GleyiHaplic

Ni-ti s ols.



4.30 Soil Classification Pemba

The soils of Pemba have been classified as markedly

different from those of Zanzibar. They have been subdivided as upland

soil types and low land soils types.

The upland soils are:

Utasi

Semi Utas!

Bopwe

And the lowland types are:

Mtifutifu

Kinako

Makaani

The upland and lowland categorisation of these soils,

do not correspond with project findingabased on Systematic) Analysis
of landforms by Airphoto Interpretation, and field investigations.

The Bopwe and Semi Utasi soils are found even in the lowlands near swamp

levels on the Western side as seen in the cross section on the Land

Evaluation & Suitability Classification Map'of Pemba.

It became obvious during the field studies of the pedons

of the upland soils that they are interelated and the degree of differentiation

of the Utasi, Semi Masi & Bopwe profiles depended on the steepness of the

slopes on which they occur. The Utasi & Qami Masi soils were encountered

regularly occuring within the Bopwe soil areas on more gently slóping

locations, while the Bopwe soils were found occuring on the more steep aspects

of slopes in taw S;orni Utasi and Utasi area° Therefore it was apparent that

the Bopwe was a truncated Utasi.

The Bopwe and Semi Utasi soils have truncated sub.soil

layers which exhibit prominant reddish yellow varigated staining and puedo

Gley colours which can be mistaken for mottling resulting from impeded

drainage.. These varigated colours are in fact a natural phenomena of this

type of soils which are commonly refored to as Podzolic soils in the tropics.
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The mtifutifu is composed of a moderately thidk Alluvio-

Colluvial cover of sandy textured material overlying the insitu partly

eroded sUbsoils of the utasi and semi utasi, and resembles the sandy mchanga

of Unguja, with the exception that the soils below the sandy layers are

markedly different in co, and physical properties, also the inherent

fertility of the mtifUtifu is superior to that of the sandy mchanga.

Based an Observation of representative soil profiles and using

the scanty laboratory data of the original description of these soils in the

East African Journal, tentative soil correlation was carried out on the modal

profilesodescribed and attached to the Annex 11 of Part 11 of the report*

4. Utasi

Utasi soils are associated with the plateau remnants of North

Eastern. Pemba and described by Calton as follows:

nhe utasi, though most extensive in the north of the island, can

be traced a long a central line of plateau remnants. It is a deep grey to

brownish grey (2,5Y 6/2) firm sandy soil with cementing material is possibly

silica* pH is fairly constant at about 5.5 but may be a little higher in the

topsoil. Organic matter is law and excha capacity amounts to 4 - 6 moe per

100 g Calcium carbonate accounts for about 66 per cent of the exchangeable

bases and potassium be as high as 8 peroent. The clay composition is

uniform down to 7ft, and consists very largely of kaolinite with some goethite

and perhaps gibbsite. Qualitative mineral ical examinantion of the sand

fractions of utasi soils show mainly quartz with some feldspars and minar

accessory minerals, most grains showing a fair degree of rounding'.

Except for minar colour differences the above description of utasi

soils is similar to the profiles encountered in the field. The dark surface

horizon are duo to the hii. organic matter content and faunal activities in

the unusually deep A horizon observed in these soils with 10YR 3/2- 3/4
colours* Which is underlain by strong brown 7.5TR 6/8 Cambio B 'horizon

of sandy clay loams.
The soil was correllat being a Mimic Cambisol acc. o the

FAO lenod,'

Detail soil profile descriptions are available for reference in

part 11 Annex 11 of this report.
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4.3.2. Semi Utasi

The semi utasi soils are best described as an eroded

version of the utasi,with a secondary deposition of a thick A or

AB horizon over the underlying 2B horizons. Caltons original description

of the semi utasi is out lined below:

The semi utasi soils occur as a strip to the east of

the utasi plateau remnants and are probably related to them. It may

also be of significance that in places the semi utasi overly the less

. pervious kinako. The semi utasi closely resembles the utasi at the

surface but have some gray and brown mottling at depths There is the

further difference that the semiutasi country is undulating. Reaction

in this type is about the same as in theutasi but exchange capacity is a

little higher and the clay fraction which is uniform in composition down

to 6 ft. is largely kaolinite but with a small ,amount of montmorillonite.

This type appears to be -Ole modt like Milnels mottled clays

(Milne, 1936) but none of the profiles examined showed within 6f t. of the

surface the disjointed character red earth type over heavy claywhich

he mentions. It may be argued that this type is,more dissected than the

utasi because it is less water abdorbtive. :Whether it is a more silicius

valriant of the utasi due to the ,lack of leaching solutions by underlying

impervious material or whetherAA is derived from originally more clayey

sediments is not clearl.

The grey brown mottling discussed above are mainly the Reddish

varigated stains found in the sub soils, and the clay sub soils are attributed

to the Chake limestone which tend to be moro clayey. As such it would be

necessary to subdivide the semi Utasi into two soil groups based on difference

in chemical properties of the soils rPlated to sub soil variations in a more

detail study. The semi utasi soils were classified as Dystric dambisols.
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4.3.3. Bopwe

The Bopwe soil eXhibits a remarkably high fertility

status considering,its truncated profile characteristics. A moderatly

thick, Dark A horizon is observed abruptly underlain by Reddish yellow

2B & 2C horizonte Caltons desorption of the Bopwe soils are as follows:

I The bopwe occupy the remaining high level country to

the west of the utasi and semi-utasi. Contrasting with all the other

soil zones the topography is sharply dissected. These soils have developed

in the basal miocene Sediments which, exoept for some buckling, are

horizontally bedded. Narrow bands of coarse sand, fine sands, silts and

clays are common though the upper soil layers (0.4ft.) are generaliT

homegeneous probably due to the soil creep.

The topography in fact is too sharp for normal catenary development and

lewis to run-off of water, and the maintenance of relatively shallow soil

profile. The bopwe are generally reddibh brown (7.51R 5/6) loams from

ridge top to stream edge, though there are some dark coloured wet alluvial-

Colluvial bottom lands of minar extent.

The bopwe have a pH between 5.5 and 6.0 while exchangeable

calcium varies from 1 to 7 moe per 100g of the clay fraction, which is

uniform to 5f t. consists of kaolinito with traces of goothitee Perhaps

the most significant fact about these soils 1s their perpetually maintained

shallowness'.

The bopwe soils are remarkably similar to the Red yellow

Podzolic Soils)without the irreversible _hardening effeetsiof the tropics.

Detail profile description are available for reference in Annex 11 of part

11 of this report*

The bopwe soil was correl4bed tentatively as a Forralic

Cambisol. These soils require further study and evaluation of their chemical

properties in order to prolPrly classify them.
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403040 Ndamba

The origin of the Ndamba soils clearly pose problems

unless they can be seen as series of marine platform deposits on

depressions in old landforms formed by the step like lowering of the

sea levels, or emergence of the land surface from the sea. Calton's

orginal desbription of the ndamba soils are reproduced below:-

1 The ndamba is usuany. associated with the utasi though

there are two outlying patches, one'in the bopwe and one in the mtifutifup

Probably the patch of ndamba in the bopwe area was once connected with the

utasi, the intervening bopwe having formed by the cutting back of the

utasi plateau. The ndamba patch in the mtifutifu indicates that this

type. can occur whenever, perhaps by water sorting, the parent material is

highly qua-rtzic. The ndamba has a:practicallT level surface and is

characterised by a heath vegetation "giant heather" (Phillipia mafiensis)

being the dominant species. So far as can be seen there is no difference

in height between the ndamba and the utasi. The upper layer of the ndamba

consist of a pale greylcoarse sand while at about 3ft. there is black

organic cemented layer, This layer may induce water-logging in the wet

season. PH is about 4.0 and there is an almost complete absence of

exchangeable bases. In the A and B horizons the clay fraction consist of

quartz with traces of boehmite and perhaps anatase. The ndamba is

considered an organic podzol,,

During field work most of the ndamba areas visited were

waterlogged as a result clear profiles could not be studied. However

based on existing information and field observations, the soils were

tentatively classified as Stagni-Dystric Planasols.

4.3.50 Mtifutifu

The mtifutifu soils occupy intermediate to low topographic

positions bordering the utasi and semi utasi soils which occupy the Upper

aspects. The mtifutifu soils are seen as soils developing on old Alluvio-

Colluvial sediments overlying the lower plateau surfaces. The original

descriptions of these soils by Calton are as follows:-
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'The mtifutiful the first of the low level soils,

abound on all the high 10ir,e1 types, It is extensive in the north-

east axil the south but tends to encircle the whole high level block.

It is deep brownish grey (10YR 6/2) sandy soil without marked profile

differentiation. It resembles to soMe extent the utasi, but is without

the tendency to cementation at depth, and the surface is more irregular,

and occasionally dark coloured bottom land types may be found.

Organic matter levels are very low in this type, probably due to the drier

conditions and sparser vegetation cover, pH may be as low as 4.5 at

the surface increasing to 6.0 at depth. Exchange capacity is of the

order of 8m.e per 100g and in one profile a considerable content of

exchangeable Fagnesium was found. Clay minerals which are uniform clown

to 7ft, are similar to those of the utasi and the bopwe and consist of

kaolinite with a trace of goethite.

It seems likely that the mtifmtifu has been derived as

an offshore deposit- from erosion products of the more elevated soils.'

Another possibility about the origin of the mtifutifu

would be that they are the reworked sediments of the corridors formed

by the rivers that were a part of the ancient Rufiji/Ruvu Delta.

Ba.,ed on profile characteristics, observed the mtifutifu

was cl-,sified as a Areni-Dystric Cambisol,

4030. Kin.ako

The kinako soils are located on tho lowest position or

stop of the plateau surface., occuring in Pomba, they appear to be soils

deposited as erosion products of the adjacent Chako Chake Mioecene

deposited over that old corridor zones created by the deltaic rivers of

the ancient Rufiji/Ruvu delta. Caltons description of the kinako is

reproduced below:
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'The kinako, derived from the calcareous Chake Chake

beds, occupy a well defined narrow-strip along the oast coast and two

isolated areas within the bopwe. The eastern strip is probably the result

of the exposure of marly. beds by faulting. While the largor western

area probably owes its origin 'Lo the removal by erosion of the overlying

non calcareous beds.

The kinako are usually dark grey brown (10YR 4/2) cracking

clays with Calcium Carbonate at depth. p11 ranges from about 6.8 in the

topsoils to 8.3 at depth with over 20m.e por 100g. exchangeable Calcium

at the surface increasing with depth. One profile showed tito clay fraction

to be largely montmorillonite with kaolinite increasing and montmorillonite

decreasing towards the surface. Traces of goethite were also found at

all love's. The underlying rockconsibted mainly of calcite with some

montmorillonite and goethitel.

In the above desoription two levels of kinako are

escribed, the western kinako clearly does not confirm to the lowland

type of kinako soil in dts original classification.

The high level kinako soil ocouring in & round Chake Chake are attributed

the exposure of the marly beds due to faulting and would therefore be a sub

groupin of the Bopwo soil unit which has to be separated at a detailed

study. The low lovel kinako soil wore classified as an association of

Vertic & Civic C.J.Jdbisols.

Eakaani

The Makaani soil of Pemba are an intorgrade between the

shallow Kinongo and the shallow Uwandas of Unguja. The orginal d'escription

of Caltons is reproduced below:



°The Makaanj festoon the island, and are the main soils

of the outlying islands and peninsulas. They are shallow dark brown

(7.5YR 3/2) humid soils: ranging from vestigial crevice soils to

continuous soils a foot or so deep on recent compact limestones. Reaction

is neutral and exchangeable calcium content is high. They may contain

10 per cent or more of organic carbon. They differ fundamentally from

the uwanda in the mineralogy of their 'clay fractions: one profile (6in

deep) 'being found to haNe clay fraction consisting of anhydrite partly

altered to gypsum with traces of micaceous material. This suggests that

they aro very young soil indoe*)-

The soils found occuring here wero similar in characteristic

to those in Unjuja and were classified as Mollie & Rendzic Leptosols.
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Tables 16

SOIL CORRELAT ION UNGUJA

SOIL UNIT Reference Nos. of
representative Profile
discriptio in Partns

11 Annex 11
Local classification

(Calton's)
FAO/UNESCO/ISRIC
Classification

Mchanrra Group'

Rhodi-Haplic Acrisol

Naplic Acr13o1

Ferric/Gleyic Acrisol

Gleysols/Fluvisols

Areni-Haplic Acrisolo

Cambic Arenosols

Rhodic Ferralsols

Chromic Cambi,.ol,

Calcaric Cambisols

Mollic Leptosols

Rendzic Leptosols

Lithic Leptosols

Areni-Gleyic and_

Gleyic Cambisols

Naplic and Gleyi-
Humic Nitisol.

Eutric and Calcio
Vertisols

LET 5/LEP 7, LEP 11

LEP 1/LEP 16,LEP 32

1EP 3, LIT 21.

LIT 33.

LIT 15/ LEP 34

LEP 19

LLT 12, LEP 14/IEP 17,

VT 201LEP 26.

LIT 8,LEP 9, LEP 10,

LEP 25.

LEP 4/ LEP 28.

LEP 35.

LIT 6

Lap 2,1EP 13,LEP 18

LEP 22, IPP 23

Reddish Mchanga

Brownish Mchanea

Yellowish Mchanga

Greyish Mchanga

Sandy Mchanga

Kinongo Group

Deep Kinoneo

Shb.11ower Kinongo

Shallow Kinongo

Uwanda Kinongo

Maweni Kinongo

Kinamo Group

Kinamo (undifferentiated)
(Di sected Ridge Kinamo)

Complex slopes Kinamo

Southern Kinamos
(Cheju and Yujuniletc)

LEP 24/1EP27,UT 29

LEP 30, LEP 31/LEP 36
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Tables '17

SOIL CORRELATION - PEMBA

SOIL' UNIT Reference Nos. of
representative Profile
de,scriptions in Part
11 Annex 11.Local classification

(Caltonls)
FAO/UMCCVISR.IC
Classification

Bopwe

Semi utasi

Utasi

Mamba

Mtifutifu

Kinako

Makaani

Ferralic Cambisol,

Dystric Cambisol

Humic Cambisol

Stagni-Dystric

Planasol

Areni-Dystric

Cambisol

Vertic and Gloyic

Cambisols

Mollie and Rencizic

Loptosols

LEP 52: LEP 60:IEP 63:
LEP 67: IEP 72:IEP 81.

LET 61: LEP 75.

LEP 53: LEP 54:LEP 55,

LEP 66, LEP 70:LEP 73,

LEP 74: LEP 79.

LEP, 82

LEP 50: LEP 591LEP 62.

LEP 56: IBP 64:LEP 71

LEP 78
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5. RESO Y

501 Methodology

5.1.1. Introduction

Relief and Teotonio upheavels coupled with se movements are

responsible for the Complexity of the land uses in Zanzibar.

In Unguja Island two mainAgro'-Ecological Regio aro

plainly Gvid.ent. They ares-

(A) The Plantation R consisting of the Western

Central portions of the Isl where the good

soils are looated.

The Coralline Regions consisting predo

the Meweni soil t s on which shifting

is the in al activity.

This sUbdivision will be too general and not usofL from the

point of view ef Land Rwaluation and stbsequent suitability classification.

As such it was considered that Systematic Analysis of Lanci Fc,rms would,

logically, be the best approach and the P o method which is

universally rocs() uu ended was adopted.

A map demarcating Morpho- Ecological Zones of Zibar, (Broad

natural regions which have a significant bearing on the au.icultural

potential) were plotted at soale 1009000, based on background information

on Geol / Geomorphology, soils, rainfall etc, obtained through airphoto

interpretation and use of the following base mapss

Topographio maps of the Department of IL,31q n Survey

Scales 1150,000 1110,000.

Mean annual distribution of rainfall- Directorate

of Meteorol

30 Hydrogeologioal maps - UNDP scale 1:125,000.

Generalised Geological maps by Kent et al (Based on

ivestigation of Shell -

Land Use Maps soale 1,25,000 of the National Coconut

Development Progranmie.

Soil Map of Calton et al 1:250,000 enlarged to scale

1250,000.

of

tion
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The MorphoEcological zones map thus prepared together with

other practical considerations such as proximity to agricultural

research stations, locations of ongoing projects, future development

interests etc. were Utilised to determine suitable sample areas for

land evaluation studies.

Five MorphoEcological Zones were identified and demarcated.

They are:

i) RIDGE ZONES

REV 'MO OID AnuvaL DEPOSITS OF THE CORRIDOR ZONES

NANDA ZONES

NAUTYI ZONES

SITAIIP ZONES

Owing to the complex block faulting and subsequent rise and

fall of ocean levels, these zones are disjointed and non continuous.

The integration or the above zones together with the rest of

the an - going Natural Phenomena auch as marine and alluviocolluvial

deposition, past and presont erosion, human and animal activity connected

with agricultural and livestock production; human settlements etc.

within the framework of the proposed physiographic Legend will enable

the systematic mapping and subsequent evaluation of the natural resources

of Zanzibar.

Tho Ridge Zone

Most of the good agricultural soils occur within these nones

and therefore all the land area is extensively used under various

agricultural practices.

The Ridge Zones consist of one Central Zone and several isolated

zones occuring within the coralline portions of the Island.

The Central ridge Zone consists of low to medium elevatea

(0 117 meter), predominantly North South oriented complex of ridges and

associated valleys.
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Differences in Soils2 Climate2 Geomorphology, susceptibili:ty

to erosion' and land use make it relevant that the Central Ridge Zone

be divided into several sub-divisions as outlined in tho final Legend

for Land Evaluation,

Reworked Old Alluvial Deposits of the Corridor Zones:

The original zones were nearly level to gently sloping to

stratified miocene clay and sand deposited deltaic areas of the ancient

Rufiji Delta' of which Zanzibar was ah integral part. The present

remnants of these Corridor Zones are seen as differently elevated broken

corridors with reworked old alluvial deposits characterised by mud-flow

patterns and colluvial infill from adjacent ridges. In certain areas

mud-flows from these elevated zones have influenced the adjacent coralline

zones, contributing to their 'Wandafication'.

There are several such zones identified' they are:-

The Bambi Upenja Kibokwa Chaani Corridor which in broken

up due to block faulting into several corridors, Pagali Bambi,

Mchangani - Upenjal Upenja - Chaani.

The second major corridor zone is the Northern Kiwani Bay;Bumbwi, Jumbi

Southern Kiwani bay which is broken up into three parts and below Jumbi

is now a Wanda zone with coral formation on submerged floor of corridor.

Another Wanda corridor is the Mgenihaji Kibondeni - Southern Kiwani

bay which is the continuation of the Kisima Mchanga - Kilombero corridor.

Wanda Zones

Are those which have a very thin soil cover' (about 1/3 meter)

over the porous coralline reef formations. They are located adjacent to

the ridge zones corridor zones' and sometimes within the corridor zones.

Due to their relatively lower position in the landscape they are-continuo-

usly receiving colluvial influx of soil material from adjacent.good soil

zones. Periodic bush fires sweep through the open grassland to of uni-

mproved grazing lands within this zone making it rather unsafe for culti-

vation permanent crops.
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The Maweni Zones

Aro those terraced coralline reef zones which do not receive

any influx of Alluvio-Colluvial soil materials due to:

Their surface being almost flat and porous as well

as their being separated from the higher elevated

Ridge Zones by the Uanda Zones.

Their higher topographic location with respect to the

adjacent or surrounding Wanda areas.

Shifting cultivation is the predominant Agricultural practice

within this zone of secondary bush and forests.

Swamp Zones

Are those low lying areas having regular swampy vegetation which

are highly tolerant to fluctuating tidal influences. They consist of

Tidal Marshesl:Swamps and Temporary Marshes. The swamp vegetation provides

useful material for chorcoal making, poles and fibres. They act as

buffer zone between the sea and the Cropping areas such as rice fields

and also protect crop- lands from excessive sea spray effects.

The above Morpho-Ecological Zones are integral parts of the

'rural landscape. It is therefore necessary to understand them and how

they affect and influence the lifestyle, environment and climate. Any

long torra planning of the natural resources of the country will have to

be undertaken only after a thorough evaluation of the development poten-

tials; lindtations and adverso side effects that might occur as a result

of the proposed 1Cng term usage of each separate zone. To achieve this

purpose/ further anlaysis of these Morpho-Ecological Zones was carried

out using the ph,ysiographic Legend developed as outlined.



Panchromatic aerial photographs, scale 1:20,000, flown

during the period, August - October 1977 Were stereoscopically

analysed together with ground correlation to develop a comprehensive

physiographic Legend based on landforms,Geomorphology etc. The

interpretation of the complex landform was made more complicated due

to the North -South orlen ion of the lines, which made it

difficult to differentiate terrain and landform pattern, since the

ridges are also Nolqh -South oriented. Block faulting ana subsequent

changos in elevation of different blocks further complicated tho issue

due to resulting elevation differences in similar formations and soil

units.

After taking into careful consideration the above and in

conjUnction with the topographic details and slope ranges calculated

on 1:10,000 maps a pragmatic classification of land units into three

major systems which permit the delineation of tracts of land according

to their major characteristics ami in a way which is significant for

lana suitability assessment were made as follows:

MARINE SYSTEM

B1 - Beaches and Dunes

B2- Marshes and swamps

RIDGE SYSTEM

Cl Low elevation ridges (0 - 45 metres)

C2 - Low-medium elevated dissected ridges

(30 - 70 metres)

03 - Medium elevated ridges

( 45 - 117 metres)

CORALLINE REEF SYSTEM

D1 - Wanda sub system, (Coralline formations)

influenced by influx of soil materials

from adjacent C and A systems),

D2 - Maweni sUbsystem. (Terraced Coralline Reef

formations which do not receive any influx

of alluvio colluvial soil materials).
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5.1.2 o a hi e o Deve o ent:-
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A - Alluvial System (Recent and Old)

Groups all deposits and formations which are not characte-

ristic of the previous systems. In practice a riVer starts in the

ridges and flows from the catchment area into the adjacent and then

to sea or into some subterranean channels (sinkholes associated with

the Earstic and Coralline limestones of the island). It is difficult

to systematically attribute a portion of the valley to a given system.

AO - Alluvio-Colluvial subsystem, consisting of very gently

sloping valley bottoms and associated colluviated deposits.

Al - Reworked old Alluvial Subsystem, Ilith flat to gently

sloping broad plains consisting of old aliuvials2 recent colluvial

and mud flow deposits occuring in disjointed corridors.

A2 - Old clay plains

A3 - Depression and basins

- A miscelloneous system is used to indicate units such

as bluffs, sea cliffs., rock outcrop, sinkhole, quarries

settlements etc.

The legend stays open to admit eventual new units as more

information becomes available from field checks and correlation of

'field data, until finally a comprehensive physiographic legend is obtained.

Dominant slopes and slope ranges occuring within the Various

sub-divisions of tho ridge and plateau zones of Unguja and Pemba were

calculated using the 1: 10,000 topographic maps with 5 meter contour

intervals, these calculations together.with variations in soils and

climate were utilised to demarcate the boundaries of the various sub-

divisions within the Ridge Zones of the physiographic legend. Generalised

Land Use maps were prepared for Unguja island using :the existirg detailed

land use maps, scale 1: 2520002 prepared by the Coconut Development in

1982. These were subsequently used as a controlled base for transfering

the boundaries of stereoschpically generated mapping units from airphotos

(scale 1: 202000) via the enlarging/reducing photocopior after making

appropriate adjustments to offset the effects of tilt and reaulting scale

differences. The map unit boundaries thus obtained were tranferred on

to 1: 50,000 topographic maps and used as base maps for field work after

making appropriate correctionn2 they were reduced to 1: 100,000 scale of

final map.



The physiographic legeno4deve1oped for Unguja & Pemba are

.presented in paragraphs 5.1.4 and 5.1.6 respectively.

5.1.3 Topographic Maps and Air Photos Used as Base Materials

The following maps and air photographs produced during

the period 1977 - 1985 were available and used as base materials.

: 10/000 Scale Topógrátllic Maps

This is the largest scale at which complete coverage

is available for both Islands.

There are 57 sheets covering Jnguja nd43 sheets covering

Pemba Island. Each sheet cpvers an area of 6 x 8 km (4800 ba) and

is printed in four colours on 90*grams chart paper. The specification

includes contouring at 5 meter interxal and classification of Vegetation

intó 10 categories. These were used together with the generalised

Land Use map for landEvaluation studies in sample areas.

1: 50/000 Scale Topographic Mus
These are also four colour; printedsheets and derived from

the 1: 10,000 series using East African specifications and a contour

interval of 10 meter. There are five sheets covering Unguja and two

sheets covering Pemba.

These were used as field maps and .contrelled intermediate

mapping base before reducing into final map scale of 1: 100/000.

1: 100,000 Scale Planning Mu

These are available to special order from the Department

of Land -andSurveys as monochrome dyelinej)rints on either paper or

plastic and ha'Ve the advantage that each Island is depicted on its

entirety on a single sheet. These maps are also available with an

uverprinted index showing the position of individual sheets in.the

1: 10,000 series. Those were used as controlled base for the.final

map.
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Aerial Photography

Good. (ivality panchromatic air photography flown d-uring the

period August October 1977 at scale of approximately 1:202000 are

avo..ilablo for both islond:-.3.

Tho aorial photography was commis ionod. by the nnistry of

Overseas Development on behalf of the Government of Zanzibar and

carriod out by WS Fairoy Survey.

5.1.4 Survey methods

1: 25,000 scale g,oneralised land. Use maps together with

tito 1: 10,000 scale Topot7aphic maps with slopo classos dolineatod

were used as base maps for the land. ,:0'Jvaluation and soil studies.

Preliminary Air photo interpretation of the 1977 Aerial

photos were carried out for the purpose of arriving at a tentative

physiogTaphic legend.

This legend wa,s improved on as field work )2rogroosod and

more comploto information on tho roquirements for tho Land Evaluation

study become apparent. Photo Interpretation and field derived

boundaries thus obtainod were thon incorporatod on to tho baso maps

and reduced onto 1: 50,000 topog-raphic maPs for final field checkil

and upduting. Subsoquontly thoso physiographic -units woro furthor

subdivided according to Land 113e2 soils, topo6-raphy2 climatic condi-
.

-Lions or combination of thorn, to obtain the final land ria.pping units

'which appear in the finalised legend.

Soil pits and soil, bores wore deScribed using standard

methods and procedures as laid out in the FAO Guidelines for soil

profilo doscriptions on projoct doscription sheets. Land Evaluation

Westionaire were filled where appropriate on standard formats prepared

for project uso, Specimensinannexii.

One Suzuki pick up was the means of transportation for the

sur vey team.
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Field Work - Unguja

Approximately four months wore spont in Unguja on field invostigation

to identify the soils and evaluate the land.

225 soil bore descriptions were made and 189 uvaluation questionarise

were filled while 36 soil pits were cut in representativo areas and 30

of these wore described and 24 sampled for laboratory analysis.

Field Work - Pemba

Total time available for completion of Pemba field studies and

preparation of maps and reports was restricted to 6 weeks as uach

field work was limited to the.profile description and samples of 30
representativo profile pits.

However due to the uniform evoluation of the landform and homogeneous

deVelopment of soil profiles on the island) time constraints did not

disrupt the systematic mapping of lanaform and soils or the correlation

of the soils with the FAO classification system.

5.1.5 Physiográphic Lebend for LM Evaluation U u a

Islan.42 Zanzibar

Scale of Mapping 1: 100,000

A Alluvial system (Recent and Old)

AO* AlluNic -Colluvial Subsystem (Common to AO

systems only) consisting of Flats) Valley
Bottoms ami Fan Deposits.

* Not possible to map present scale of mapping

Al Reworked oldCorridor.Subsystem

A1.1 Opon corridors

A1.2 Closed Corridors

A2

A3 Depressions ami Basins

B - Marine Sy2±2m

B1 Beaches and Dunes

B2 Marshes and Swamps
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C Ridge System ( .0 117 Metros)

C 1 Low Elevated Ridge Subsystem (0 -45 metros)

0 6% slopes

C1.1, Coastal

C1.2 Central

C1.3 Rounded

C1.4 Isolated

C1.5 Transitional

C1.6 Raised Corridors

C2 Low medium Elevated Subsystem of dissected

ridges with associated V shapes valleys and

gullies (30 70 metres) 0 55% slopes'

C3 Medium Elevated Ridge subsystem (45 117 metros)

0 20% slopes'

C3.1 Elongated single slopes

C3.2 Rolling with complex slopes

C4 Erosional Remnants.

Uedge shaped elevated limestone ridges with

nearverticasides occuring within tho corallinc

zone.

D Shallow coralline anlraised _reef system (Elevation

rango 0 45 meter) (Generally flat very broad

marino terrace formation. Elevation differences

botwoon terraces 2 10 meters)

D1 11:Inda Subsystem

Coralline reef formation influenced by influx of

alluvio colDivial soil material from adjacent

C and A system,

Consisting of Wanda ,eorriders unimproved grazing

lands, rotational croplands and mixed homestead

gardens.
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D2 Mawoni Subsystem
Terraced coralline reof formations which do not receive

any influx of alluvio colluvial soil matorials duo to:

:their surface being alrnost,LClat ami porous as well

as their being soparoted from tho higher olovatod

n qystom by the Wanda subsystem.

Their higher topographic location with respect to

tho adjacent or surrounding Wanda areas

D2.1 Reserved shifting cultivation areas.

.D2.2 Unimproved grazing and shifting cultivation.

D2,3 Thickets.

D2.4 Open Forests.

T205 Mixed forests.

Miscelleneous System (Common to all systems)

M1 Escarpments.

M2 Bluffs/sea cliffs (slopo-more than 1010, rockiness

more than 64
113 Settlements urban (moro than,50)10 surfaco arca occupied

by buildings)

114 Settlements rural (moro than 2() of surface arca occupied

by buildings)

1.15 Water bodies (inland)

M501. Lagoons (brackish water)

1.15.2 Lakes and reservoirs (fresh water)

1.16 Miscellaneous land..

MG Badiands and quarries.

M6.2 Gullies ami earth slide scars.

117 Sinkholes.

I18 Springs

M9 Caverns and caves.

* Not possible to map individual units at present scale of mapping.
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5.1.6 DESCRIPTION OF LAND MAPPING UNITS - UNGUjA.

The Alluvial System - A

The mapping units identified within this system consists

of recent and old Alluvial, Alluvio-Colluvial deposits and formations,

which are not characteristic of the IV or D systems. The alluvial

system in Unguja is found occurringmaihy:vithin'the. C andli syatem,

they rarely occur in the D system due to the Karstic nature of the Q2

coralline limestone, the only exception being the old Corridor deposit

at Cheju.

Alluvio-Colluvial Subsystem - AO

This subsystem is designated by the AO as it is not

physically mappable at the present (1:100,000) gcale pf Wapping, but

it is an integral part of the existing physiography ami therefore needs

to. be evaluated. These areas consist of the typical broad and narrow,

sometimes steep sided Alluvio-Colluvial valleys that form a part of

the dissected lanform of the ridge areas. The AO unit consists primarily

of valley bottoms which carry concentrated water flows from adjacent

upland areas, tho associated depositional flats and fan deposits

(Alluvio-Colluvial deposits on slopes). The soils associated with these

land units are Dystric and Eutric Fluvispls. In the local classification

they are not mapped. Detailed description of those soil, are given in

the appendix containing the soil profile descriptions.

Reworked Old Alluvials - Al

The unit consists of the deposits mapped within the corridor

zones. According to differences in soils and drainage, this unit is

subdivided into:

All - Open corridors

Al2 - Closed corridors

Open Corridors - All

The all mapping unit consists of those areas which have

unrestricted surface drainage. The open corridors of this unit are

located within the southern Kilian' Bay- Northern Kiwani Bay.Corridor

and the Southern Kiwani bay - Kisima mchanga corridor. The Mera -

Bumbcd, Malionda - Chochele and Kisima mchanga valleys are located within

this mapping unit. Within these valleys rivers and water ways are

active and few flow to the adjacent Wanda areas of the sea. These

valleys aro mainly used fofthe cultivation of rice in the Masika and

vegetables, yams and subsidiary food crops etc., during the Vuli.
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About 3000 ha of this land unit has been allocated to

the Government sugar plantation project.; of this area, about 2500

ha have been developed with adequate land drainage and planted in

sugar while 500 acres of sandy area have been put under forest

plantations.

The slope ranges encountered here vary from about 1 3%.

The top soils range from black to darkbrownish grey sandrloam and

sandy clay loams overlying dark grey to greyish sandy clay loam with

rusty red mottles, becoming prominent around 30 cm depth and becoming

yellower with depth. The pH of the top soil, is usually around 5.0 and

that of the subsoils around 5.5 or 5 according to differences in locations.

Where the subsurface horizons merge with the Q2 the pH tends to be

around 6.0 to 7.0

In the local classification these soils fall under the

greyish mchanga subgroup according to the FAO system, they have been

classified as association of Dystric qleysols and Dystric ikuvisels.

Closed Corridors - A 12

The Al2 mapping unit consits of nearly level to gently sloping

wide depressional areas located within'the Kilombero, UPenjay Chaaríi

corridors, the differentiating characteristics of this corridor from

A 11 unit is that most of the drainage is subsurface and into the under-

lying Q2 material which is mainly coralline limestone.

The thick clay layers encountered in betwoen results in them

being poorly drained. This lana is extensively used for rice cultivation,

while about 1100 ha are earmarked for cultiVation of rainfed sugarcane

with appropriate soil drainage and land development.

The slope rangos encountered here are 0 most of the areas

are however less than 1.:4 slopes, the topsoil is black to very dark grey

andy loam or sandy clay loam with medium subangular blocky to massive

structures. The pH of the surface ranges between 5.0 and 6.0 while-that

of the subsurface soils vary from 4.5 in some sites to around 7.0 in others.



In the local classification these soils are not separated

from the upland soils and are mapped Greyishlizhanga The soils

associated with this mapping unit consists of Mollie and Eutric Uleysols.

Cheju plain - A 2

This mapping unit covers the Cheju rice growing plains. The

topo aphy is generally flat with slope ranges, less than 2%. This area

is mapped as Kinamo in the local classification. The soils found here are

pmadominantly deep, poor to imperfectly drained cracking clays,(Vertisols)

from surface down wards. They overly Corallime limestone indicating that this

area has been part of an ad corridors. The soils mapped are atrio

Vertisols with about 20% Calcio Vortisol.

The area is extensively used for rice growing under the rainfed

rice Project, with some areas, under irrigated rice Project. Land prepara-

tion is done usually with Government tractors. Duo to heavy textures and

cracking nature of the soils manual land preparation is almost impossible,

till the ground is saturated with watero The Dodo mango which seems to
thrive on heavy clay soils, are found growing very well within this unit

and producing between 1000 - 2000 mangoes per tree.

Depressions and Basins - A 3

These are mainly located within the coastal law Ridges system and

Comprises of flat to depresional areas with their drainage to the sea blocked

by coastal depositsahe drainage therefore is predominantly subsurface these

areas are extensively used for rice and Vegetable Q.ultivation during the wet

seasons. The soils encountered here are mixture of Arenosols ami Gleysols.

B - MARINE

Beaches Dunes B 1

These consits of predominantly marine deposits and formations such

as the sandy and crushed coral Beach deposits overlying the recent coral

terraces and old sand dune formations etc. The Land Use here is mainly

Coconut and home gardens. The slope is around 2% and the landform generally

flat except in areas where the Dunes are gently undulating. Some of the

Beach deposits specially in the North Eastern sides have a d proportion

of crushed coral sands which are excessively well drained.

The soils identified here are Calcario Regosols on the coastal beach formations

and Cambio Arenosols on the dune formations.



Marshes and Sw B 2

This land mapping unit is mainly restricted to the western coastal

areas of the isl and has been subdivided duo to the nature of its surface

soil which are predominantly coarse teatured. Texture vary from coarse loamy

sand to fine lo- w, s 82 which go down in certain areas up to 50cms while

in other areas to the depth of over 150 cm. Usually underlain by medium sandy

clay loam, with textures gradually beco n heavier with depths with lower

profile features resembling those of the brownish mchanga soils.

These constitute the characteristic swamp forest that thrive on the

low lying and partly submerged coral reefs. They are parts of the coralline

reefs that form the basement of the Corridors which continue on to the seas

such as the Northern and Southern Kiwani Bay areas, Chwaka Bay areassetc.

bedominantly swamp specifics medium to high forest are found within this

land unit.

The soils occuring here are Thionie Histosels 3:0 Fluvisols they are

constantly inundated during high tide by the seas as such the salinity is

vry'highs the Histosols contain weekly decomposed peaty and mucky materials

to about 40cm depth overlying the Coralline -reef soils while tho Fluvisols

are mainly Runic clay and sand mixed stratified soils overlying the coral

formations.

111-- :MP_or_4(.21.

Low Elevated Rid e C 1

Tho rango of elevation of this gubsystem vries from 0 -45 ma-ors With
slopes varying from 0 Based on differences in soils landforms land uses

climatic factors and socioeconomic criteria, etc., they have been subdivided

into six mapping units as autlined below.

Low Eleva Coastal Rid AS C11

small streams are a common occurrence within

this unit and are observed in near parallel pattern dr

minar valleys thus formed contain deep colluvial sands

for rice cultivation. The predominant land use within the unit is coconuts

mangos citrus, followed by the usual home garden crops, cassava raweet potatoes,

etc. Cloves are restricted to the areas where the s e caver is thin. The

soils found here aro.preaominantly ire& AcrisolS.in the local

.lassification they are mapped as sandy machanga.

to the sea. The

e used mainly

Surface drainage ways Z
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Law Elevated Central Rid::s C 12

This unit covers the central potion of the i elevated

ridge subsystems : is located between the two medium elevated ridge

areas. The sUbdivision of this unit is mainly based on the soils, which

are fine clay loam's and fine Ben* clay materials. Dr- s.e variation

from well to moderately well drained through to imperfeatly drained were

observed with poorly drained location being very rare duo to the good

subsurface drainage associated with the deeply weathered soft al Astones

and limestones which form the parent material4 Streams run only inter-

mittently. Infiltration and transmission to the largo ground water aquifer

appears to be rapid with little surface run off. Slope gradient rarely

exceed 6% with lower slopes tending to be steeper than the upper convex

forms.

The predominant land use is mixed tree crops. Cloves, coconut

are the main crops while others such as citrus, mangos jackfruits durians

kapok, breadfruit are grown as dhamba homo garden produce and cassavas bananas

papaya are included in the intercrops under the Konde systems minar ound

crops include sweet potatoes, cawpeass sugarcanes pineapples s pigeon

peas.

Both Komi° Shamba farming systems are practised extensively

within this land unit. Usually on the same piece of land as described in

land utilisation types 4 and 5. The main soils are reddiahs deeps well to

moderately drained and highly leached,' The torture vary from fine to

medium. Soil reaction varies between 5 and 6 and the clay fraction appears

to consist of predominatly kaolinite and oxide minerals. Cation exchange

capacities are all below 10 milli-equivalent per 100g of fine earth. The

moderately developed clay skins and inorease in clay content with depth are

sufficient to qualify subsurface horizon as horizon!' as- subsoils

base saturation are less than 50% the reddidh and greyish mchanga soils

occurring within this unit are classified astr-qaia and Ferric.Acrisols

.1duleths,Kinongosoilsar9,classified as Rhodic Ferralsols.



Low Elevated Clay Ridges C13

This unit covers the Muyuni and Kizimkazi ridges located in

the dawn thrown southern blocks of the island and is entire/y surrounded

by coralline reef limestone Q2. It is possible that the parent limestone

here consists of the lower statigraphic M3 category,which on weathering

produce heavy clays, as the soils found are very heavy cracking clays from

surface downward.

The predominant land use are homesteads consisting of mango

and coconut while the lower almost flat foot slopes are used for rice

cultivation as well as mango growing. Muyuni is famous for the very

cial and delicious mangoes, which produce about 1500 mangoes per tree.

These are_classified as kinamo soils in the local system.

In the FAO system they are recognised as Eutric-vertisols and Calcic

Low Elevated Isolated Ridges C 14

These are sunken limestone ridges of the down thrown blocks

around Makunduchi area only the ridge tops seem to be exposed above the

surrounding maweni soils of the Q 2 coralline reef, these ridges are

separated from the other subunits duo to climatic as well as socioeconomic

differences such as being located far from the markets, etc. The soils

havn moderately deep to shallow, well drained red clay loams, and sandy

clay loams overlying fine calcio clay and sandy clays.

Land use is mainly coconut and citrus with all other home

garden trees, the main crops in the areas is a special variety of small

pungent chillies which are propagated at the local agricultural station.

In the local system the soils within the unit are classified as

shallow Kinongo and the FAO system they can be classified as Rhodic

Ferralsols and Calcaric Cambisols.'
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Low Elevated Transitional Ridges C 12

This unit occurs berdering the C 12 unit as isolated limestone

ridges within the central amdsouthern parts of the ridge zone,. The soils

oecurring here are well and mederately well drained moderately deep to

shallow clay loams'and sandy clay loam, averlYing fine calcio clay materials

developing on the El limestone. There is a gradual merging of this land

unit with the Wanda.land mapping unit due to expansion of homo garden plots

into the surrounding Wanda areas and it is not possible to clearly demarcate

the boundary of this unit based on air-photo interpretationyas the photos

are nearly 12 years old, neither do they help much in the field checking

process. Land use is mainly home garden plots with coconuts, citrus and

mange'. Cloves are grown only where the soil is deep.

The soils here are classified as Caloarie Cambisels d 'ellic

Leptosols and in the local classification as Kinongo soils.

Low Elevated Raised Corridor Rid es - C 16

This unit consists of the raised Bambi corridors which have

been drained of its original deposits and is now developing its agn

residual soil material. The area is a gentle undulating plain with slope

gradient rarely exceeding 2%. Permeable soils and porous underlying

Calcitic limestone allow very rapid infiltration, so that there is very

little run off and no coherent surface drainage pattern as in the other

kinongo land forms, a speoial feature of this unit are the common isolated

knolls or mondnocks which are up to 3m high and vary in diameter from 10 -40

meters. Some of the smaller mondnocks are quite steep sided with shallow

and stony soils suggesting that they result from differential weathering,

Dthers have very deep soils (2 meters) which illustrates that they are

remnants of older and higher land uurfaces which were in existence while

the corridor farming streams eroded the surroundings.

The natural vegetation within the plain has been completely

removed. The southern part is under arable cultivation of maize and

vegetables. Previously the area has been used for tobacco cultivation.

There are some scattered mango citrus trees.



The coconut nursery and pl*tation occupy most of the

remaining area. The nerthern area gradually merges with the intervening

Wanda formations. The soils are classified as kinongo (local) 41 as

Chromic and'Calcaric Cambisels.

Low to Medium Elevated Dissected Ridges - C 2

This unit odours in the centcal and North central portion of the

island, bordering the Masingini and Donge ridges. Based on the findings

obtained after investigation of soils within this unit, it is most probable

that this area is a raised plateau like quarte deposit of mixed Elf

clays rounded gravel and sand clay which are now eroding. The present

landform of the area is highly dissected with many Alluvio-Colluvial valleys*

The rolling to hilly topography associated with this unit has

slope ranging from 0 - 5%. Within an elevation range of 30 - 70 meters, the

surface soils encauntered on the ridge tops are loapy sands

and coarse sandy loams to depths of about 50cm underlain by dark grey heavily

mottled and gleyed, impervious layer of sand clays, which hinder root

penetration to a eat extent. On the lower slopes and foot slopes deep

loamy sands are found to depth over 100 cm averlying the impervious sandy

clay layer descried abave.

The land use here consists mainly of coconut and mango with

interoropping of cassava axil upland rice. Cassava is planted on ridges which

are usually aligned dawn the slope causing very severo erosion of the soil

layers and equally unehecked draining of the soil moisture from the upper

slopes'. The coconut trees on the upper slopes are barely os sting to survive.

However the mango trees whose roots are able to penetrate the subsoil' are

seen to thrive on this land. The soils encauntered within this mapping unit

consist predominantly.of CaPbisols:according to the-FAO

classification system. ILI U.43 local systam they are olassified as undi-

fferentiated kinamo soils.
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Medium Elevatod Ridges C 3

These are the almost north south oriented parallel :?idges that

are located in the upthrown western and central portions of the island.

The range of elevation is 45 - 117 meters and slopes vary from 0 20%.

On the basis of soils and slope this landform unit is subdivided into two

mapping units and described below.

Medi ed Elo atod. Rid os wi'h si lo slo os C 3

This mapping unit consists of the gently slpping crest and upper

slopes of the Masingini, Do ' Mkwajuni ridges with elevations ranging

from 45 - 117 meters and associated single slopes where most of the deep

clavé growing soils are located. The slopes are generally in the region of

O 6% and rarely exceed 13%. The soils according to the local classification

are mostly deep mchanga with about 30% deep to moderately deep kinongo.

However, the deep mchanga and deep kinongo encountered here are almost alike

in morphological characteristics and difficult to separate on purely field

observation. Furthermore they differ very much from the original description

of them given by Calton in his reportsvis that both eXhibit Nitisolic

characteristics such as clay contents in excess of 3 with marked increase

of clays with depth.

The surface soils are dark reddish brown with fino subangular

blocky structures, friable consistence and fine sandy clay loam texLures,

grading down to fine sandy clay, with moderate medium angular and subangular

blocky structures and friable to firm consistence.

The land use here consists mainly of cloves with coconut, citrus,

mango and home garden crops like jackfruit, breadfruit, durian, rambutan,

banana, cassava, papaya, etc. Both dhamba and Konde types of farming is

practised on these land. The soils here are classified as Rhodi-,Haplic

Acrisold and'Rhodio Forralsols.
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Medium 21e Ri&es with co slex slopes C 32

This mapping unit consits of complex slopes within the medium

elevated ridge areas and bordering on the Kinyasini, Mahonda and Kitope

areas. The Pangeni cattle ranchs. the areas unawr rubber and the forest

plantations are included within this mapping mit.

The soils here are described in the local classification as

kinamo. The landform is complex with slopes ranging from 0 - 2 The

soils are dark brown 2.5YR 3/2 elay loams and sandy clay loams overlying

mottled and gleyed claye. In some locations decomposing limestones are

found underlying the heavy clay layer. The soils encountered here are

best classified as Haplic Xitisols

Erosional remnants - C 4

These occur in the eastern portions of the island and are seen

as wedge Shaped flat topped isolated limestone out-arops above the maweni

areas with almost vertical sides. Severa], sinkholes and depressions are

seen on the nearly level surface of this unit. Tall tree species together

with occasional patches of coconut indicates that small areas of deeper

soils found in some locations. These limestone out-crops are classified

as belonging to the M1 group by Johnson 1987.

,1111 use hero consists of short medium and tall tree species

together with occasional patches used for Shifting oultivation and

homesteads.

The soiIsare best classified as Lithic and Mollie leptosols,

although there are isolated deeper patches with shallow to moderate deep

kinongo soils.
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Shallow Coralline and Raised roof s stemD

This system occupies the major portion of the Eastern, Northern

and Southern parts of the Island with some scatter:. portion on the Western

coastal areas. The rango in elevation of the system varios from 0 45
meters while the tópography consists of generally flat to gently sloping

reef formations on old corridors and broad step like marine terrace forma-

tions which gradually grade down to the coast. Elevation difference between

successive terraces vary from 2 10 meters. According to soils, iand use

and landforms this system is subdivided in to the following subsystems.

Ws .,a, Subsystem D 1

This sdbsystem consists of the coralline reef formations found

within the corridors and areas adjacent to the good soil zones of A and

C systems from which they can receive Alluvia Colluvial soil materials.

The Wanda sdbsystem comprises of the Wanda corridor zones, which are

genera14 used as uninpraved grazing lands, rotational Shifting cultiva-

tion and mixed home garden plotS; It is not possible to separate the different

land uses on these mapping unit at the present scale of mappings hence it

is mapped as one complex unit.

The soils are shallow (1/3 meter) consisting of high humic dark

brown fine clay loam overlying decomposing roof limestone parent material.

In the foot slope adjacent to A and C mapping units the soils are deeper

and generally more permanent crops like citrus, bananas papayas cassava

homestead garden crops are grown. The predominant land use is unimproved

grazing. The natural i ass growing here is subjected to periodic burning

before the main rains. These soils are classified as a complex of Mollie

and Rendzic Leptosols. In the local classification they appear as Uwanda

Kinongo.

Maweni Subsystem D 2

This subsystem consists of Terraced Coralline reefs which

formed duo to tho stop wise emergence of the Island from the sea. The

subsystem do not receive any influx of Alluvia Colluvial soils material

from the surrounding good soil or Wanda areas duo to the fact that the

intervening Wanda system is without any surface drainage system.
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Based mainly on different land use patterns observed on the

Air photographY (1977). The Maweni was separated into five sub categories

as outlined below in order to assist in the Use Planning process.

In the local soil classification all maweni subsystem soil

are classified as Maweni Kinongo.

Reserved shifting areas D 21

This map unit consists mainly of areas located within the

Northern and Southern parts of the island where traditional shifting

cultivation has been practised since the earliest settlements. These

lands have permanent fences made out of limestone which safeguard the

right of the original cultivator to cultivate on the same land after the

fallow period. No other person has right to cultivate on these reserved

plots withaut the consent of the original cultivator. It was thought

that this land should be separated from the rest of the maweni duo to its

exclusive nature) however the demarcation is based on the 1977 Air photo-

graphy as such considerable increase of the acreage is expected at present

duo to the pressure on farm lands. The usage of those lands is carried

out according to the traditional shifting cultivation system as autlined

in land utilisation types 7. Soils occuring an the unit consists of high

Humic Black coloured loam developing in the Coralline limestone of the

Maweni and occure in the crevices and cracks in the limestone. The limestone

cover usually exceed and varies in place up to a maximum of about 80%.

Cult vation is usually dono by splitting or moving the coral to

reach the soil within the arevices and planting after burning the vegetation

team the onset of the rains. The soils occuring in this map unit consists

of Rendzic and Lithic leptosole.

IU roved ultivation D 22

This mapping unit consists of areas that are being used

extensively for shifting cultivation, areas that have become transformed

into Wanda and now only support grass and short scrub type vegetation or

areas devoid of normal forest vogetation with grasses, trees and scrub forming

tho major portion of land cover. These areas are extensively used for

grazing of cattle, goats and for obtaining firewood, etc.
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The soils are same as above, with dark high humus loamy soil

material in aracks and crevices of the roof limestone and are classified

as a complex of Randzic and Iithib leptosols.

Thickets D 23

The maPping unit emu-4819,0f dense stands of .thprny or spiky

scrubs and also areas of secondary forest regrowth after being abandoned

to bush on completion of the shifting cultivation cycle, some of these

areas are too infertile to support normal forest species and can produce

only stunted tree types with occasional taller trees in between, producing

an opon appearance when viewed from inside although the crowns are inter-

laced to form close canopy. Under growth here can support grazing mainly

by goats. These areas supply fuelwood and small poles and sticks, the soil

rock ratio here is much less than in D 22 unit with around se. of the surface

covered with coral. These soils are olassified as Iithio ami Rendzioloptosole..

Open forests D 24

These are the predominating type of forest prevalent in Unguja,

Normal they consist of trees with heights varying between 3 6 meters

and crown coverage between 20 W.. The intervening open areas are occupied

bly grasses or other ground vegetation which also serve as potential grazing

land. These forest areas provide most of the country's timber, pole

fuelwood requirements. It is very essential to safeguard these areas under

a properly managed forest conservation and development plan so as to preserve

the productive capacity of these forests. Some of these areas are currently

olassified as closed forest and cutting of fuelwood ami clearing for farming

prohibited but not rigidly observed due to lack of effective arganisational

control and manpower.

Replanting with improved plantation species with good rooting

system and heavy leaf fall that promote and activate rapid soil forming

process within the ()oral formations should be the consideration when selecting

planting materials.

It is prudent to give priority to this factor of rapid soils

rejuvenation rather than concentrating solely on quality of timber or output

potential.
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Local soil classification Maweni Kinongo

Project classification Rendzic and Lithic leptosols.

Mixed forest D 2,5

This mapping unit consists mainly of a mixture of tall and

medium ( 5 - 15 meters) high forest species. Some of the species are

seen intermixed with the typical forest species of the D 24 maPPing

unit.

The undergrowth here is not heavy but consists mainly of

fern type of vegetation with a thick mat of roots.which add to the high

humic content of the soil and also cover the coral thus preserving the

soil moisture. About :10°. of the canopies touch each other. These consist

of mainly existing forest reserves and closed areas. The Jozani natural

forest reserve is included in this unit. The soils here mainly consist

of black humic material developing on cracks and crevices of the reef

limestone, the percentage of rock exposed varies from 50 80%. These soils

are mapped as Rendzic Ireptosols and Lithic Ikeptosols.
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5.17. PhySiographptiegend for 14andE)valuation - Pomba Island/

Zanzibrx.

Scalo AxC.,Ka2ping 1:100/000

A ALLUVLa SYSTEM

AO Alluvio.- Colluvial Valleys

B

BO Beaches and Dunes _1/
B2 Marshes and Swamps

RIDGE/PLRYEAU SYSTEM

RArGE IN ELEVATION 0-97m

Cl Steep sided dissected ridges

"lope range 13 - 55.

C2 Moderately dissected ridges

Sloping to rolling/ slope range 6-33

03 Elevated plateau uith incised vileysl

undulating to rolling. Slope rango 2 - 20/)

04 Elevated flats on ridges and plateaus with
drainage impod:.ulce

Slope rv,dlge, 0 - 2;i0

Eluvation rango 20 - 70m

05 Moderately elevated plateau/ undulating,"to rolling/

slope range 2 - 13;% Elevation range 10 -25m

06 LON plateau, generally flat to ontly undulating/

slope rango 0 - 670. Elevation ran3e 0 - 15m.

CALCARIOUS/CORALUNE SYSTEM

RANGE IN ELT/ATION 0 - 15m

D1 Nakaani plains.



. DESCRIPTION OF LAND MAPPINP UNITS - PEt A.

The Alluvial System - A

The Alluvial System in Pemba is located occuring

within the Ridge/Plateau System and consists mainly of recent

deposits within the many Alluvio Colluvial Valleys with minor

stream and water ways flowing across the B System into the sea,

This system does not occur within the Coralline System due to its

Karstic nature.

Alluvio - Colluvial Subsystem - AO

Is the only subsystem recoganised'withia-th 1luv System

in Pemba. It can be further sub divided in-to narrow V shaped

valleys and wide U shaped vallys in a detail study. Duo to limitation

in scale of the present study the unit AO is not deparcated on the

mapo But is an important constituent of the existing physiography

and tharefore needs to be uvaluated for its potential for agriculture°

The AO unit consists of the many valleyswhich carry concentrated water ana

Sediment flows from aajacent upland areas.

They are highly fertile and are mainly cultivated with

rice the peripheral areas sourrounding the valleys are cultivated

with a wide variety of food crops vegetable ana banana. The slope

rangos vary from about 1 - 4%.

The soils associated are Eutric and Dystric Fluvisols.

In the local classification they are mot mapped but the word Bonde

is used to describe the landgform as well as'soils.
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DETarrILLITION 017 SUITABILI.LT RATIITCS OF LIAPPITG TWITS FOR RAINFED

PRODUCTION OF LIMOR CROPS - Pat113A.

B. 1.Irine System

Beaches and Dunes - BO

These creas are much lees extensivo than in Un ;aja and

difficult to map at the present scale of mapping but they form a

significant potion. of the physiography and have to evaluated for

agricultural :uid other uses.

The land use is mainly coconut and homo gardens, the slopes

vary from about 2 - 3 and. the landform is generally flat to gently

sloping. The soils assuring here are simmilar Lo these of Unjuja and

consists mainly of Calcaric Regosols.

Harshes and Swamps - B2

These formation are similar in characteristic to th.ose on

Unuja aal consists of wide oxt ants of low ],ring lands underlain by

partly- submere-,ed coral reefs and off shore muck and peat 111{1;i: Cr

through these marshal:3 and. Swamps the many minor rivers and water sm,-ys

are seen Lo meander their way to tito sea.

Predonuhinatly swamp specific low to moditun fo-rests speecies

are found within this 1L)..nd.fo:cm -unit. The soil occ.',uring here are simmilar

Lo these found in tho swamps in Un,,..,,uja. Except that the iactosols seem

'Lo Be the predominant soil. These are constantly i.nundated during high

tide by sea or by tito inland lagoon type of tidal water ways which have

high con.cen-trat-i.on of sea water. llistosols ',containing over 100cm of

partly decomposed peat and muck material and.. Fluvi::::als consis:Ij_hg of

auoic clay and sand mix_ed, um.,,terials are the main soils -tliat occur wil,hin

the unit. rilhoy arc called Jangwa by the indet,-enous, population.
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The Ridge/Plateau System -

The Ridge/Plateau formation in Pemba constitutes the

main topographic feature of the island. It divides the island

in to two water-P.heds2 Western and Eastern*

The Western watershed areas consists of highly di,,sected

Ridge landformpwith aociatoi narrow V shaped valleys which wind

their way in to the mangrove swamps and then to the sea.

The eastern sido of the divide consists,of a sloping to

rolling plateau which is uniformaly dissected by wide valleys with

almost flat bottoms.

The plateau formation is pronaunced in the narth eastern

potions of the island, while plateau remnants give way to steep to

rolling & dissected slopes in the south eastern potion.

Based on differences in soil, landform and land use the

Ridge/Plateau System is subdivided into six subsystems as outlined.

Steep Sided, Dissected Ridges-C1

This mapping unit occuring mainly within the Western watershed2

consists of stoop sided and dissected ridges with the associated, complex

of V shaped valleys. Predominat slopes rangos between 13% - 55%, with

elevation ranging from coral reef or swamp level up to 97 meter aro

typical of this unit. The ground rises steeply from tho West coast up

to a height of about 30 meters and then by a series of steps.

Surface drainage ways and minor rivers and streamslwith-rather

steep sides are quite extensive within this unit. Slight subsidence of

the Western coast line has led to aggradation of the larger.river valleys

near the coast and the formation of mangrove swamps.

The predominant land use within this mapping unit is cloves,

which are grown from hill top almost to valley edge in a Agroforestry

typo of land.utilisation. The valley edgos are cultivated extensively

with banana while the narrow valleys are used exclusively for rice

cultivation.
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The Agroforestry type of land utilisation preserves the steep

slopep from accelerated erosion which would occur if a less

effective ground cover was present.

Tho Bopwe poils that occur predomin.in_this land:form unit

were classified tentatively as Ferralic Cambisol based on the brief

description of chemical properties outlined in Calton's original report

and project studies' of sóiipÌofj1e in the field.

Moderately Dissected Ridges C2

This mapping unit resembles the Cl unit with the exception that

the slope are less steep, landscape less dissected and the soils less

truncated. It occurs on the Smith - Eastern potion of the central divide.

Within this unit are found plateau remnants, as such it would probably be

a more dissected version of the 'Utasil plateau of the North - East. The

advanced state of dissection in the Southern areas may be attributed to

the presence of the higher clay content of the underlying parent material

which consists of the Chako limestone deposits.

Surface drainage ways consisting of wider valleys, than found

in the Cl maps unit, with almost flat valley bottoms are a regular feature

of this mapping unit. These valleys are ideal for rice growing if proper

bunding and drainage control is effected in the term of peripheral canals

and central floodways, which would serve the dual purpose of irrigation

as well as flood control.

The agroforestry system of ---- use practised by the Shamba

owners within this unit tend to conserve the soil and soil moisture very

well so as to madntain the es entially moist micro-climate required for

good yields, in claves.

Tho soils found are predominantly Semi - Utasi with some

inclusions of Bopwe and Utasi in steeper and gentle land surfaces,

respectively.

According to available la6oratory data (Calton's) on soil

chemical properties the semi utasi was correlated with the FAO soil

group Dystric Cambisol.
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Elevated plateau 03

This unit consists of the North Eastern Plateau arcas

which were termed by Calton as the /Utasi plateau°

The landform is undulating to rolling with slope rangos

varing from 2 20%. The plateau surface is quite apparent on the

Airphotos and appear mostly as flat topped ridges because of the

rather sharp indiPaeno. made Onilie plateau surface by the many flat

bedded rivers and streams.

The fertile plateau curface is used exclusively for clavo

production with coconut new gaining popularity. A higher proportion

of Konde farmers than in Cl & C2 landform units/ carry out their

activities of cassava/ banana, mango and citrus growing, within the

clove chambas, of this unit°

The prinbipal soil associated with this unit is the Utasi

and this was correlated as a Humic C=bisol.

Elevated Flats on Ridges & Plateaus C4

This unit is found ocouring as isolated patches at different

elevation within the C1)C22 C3 & 05 mapPing units indicating that its

origin is not confined to any particular topographic level. However

the study of soil morphology and properties points to it being formed

due to marine sorting & deposition in depressions on earlier land

surfaces. The possibility of several different levels of marine influence

& sedimention is ovedent oven in the step like gradation of tho land

surface in land units such as Cl and C511.aso the limiting material below

the /Carbicl layer portray several properties attributed to thec'e of

sandy clays with marine influence.

The land surface is nearly level resulting in surface-water

stagnation duo to the impervious layer present below 100cms.

The land surface is generally bare except for short grasses

and a particular type of heath vegetation /giant heather/ . (phillipia

mafiensis). Calton 1950 designated this soil as Ndamba. In tho absence

of any chellical analytis data. This soil was tentatively classified as

Stagni flystric Planasol,according to the observed physical characteristics.
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Moderately Elevated Plateau - 05

This mapping unit girdles the C3 and 02 units on the Eastern

watershed and goes to illustrate furthor the stepwise formation of tho

plateau surfaces at different sea levels. A subsequent deposition of a

mantle of Alluvio Colluvial soil material from the adjacent high lands

have produced the undulating to rolling topograp4y presently observed.

The sopo rangos within this unit vary from 2 - 13% while the elevation

ranges vary from 10 - 25meters.

The land use here is a rich mix of all variaties of feed crops

and homo garden crops. Coconut, mango and citrus are the predominant tree

crop followed by home garden crops such as jack, breadfruit, bananalcassava,

maize, etc. The soils which were disgnatedby galton as .mtifutifu was

correlated as Areni - Dystric Cambisol of the FAO classification.

Low plateau - 06

This map unit forms the lowest step in the plateau surfaces

and could possibLy be the continuation of the corridor zones formed by the

deltaic streams of the prehistoric Rufiji/Ruvu rivers which greatly _influenced

Unguja and occupies a boxed in position with respect to the 05 and D1 mapping

units of the Eastern coast. The B2 mapping unit is found eneroaching_iinto ti0.s
mapping unit at sites where the many rivers and streamsempty their sediment

loads from the uplandareaslinto the tidal lagoons which are fringed with the

mangrove vamps.

The land use 4ere is predominantly rice in tho poorly drained low

areas with cassava, sweet potatoes & maize grown on bettor drained areas,.,and

coconut & home garden crops in the undulating crests.

Tho soils here aro called.Kinako and were correlated as Txtic

and Gleyic Cambisols.
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Makaani Plains - D1

This mapping unit groups all the Calcarious and Coralline

formations that are found occuring around the perimeter of the island.

The land surface is nearly level and elevations rarely exceed 10 meters.

This unit could be further subdivided into two subunits based on soil

depth and extent of limestone exposures, but it was not practical to

do so at the present scale of mapping.

The land use here is predominantly shifting cultivation

and roabing of livostook Cassava) oowpoa, maizo, banana& papaw

are cultivated in cleared ICultitation areasi with short fallow periods.

Some arcas aro seen to support 'occasional mango & baubaab trees.

Lew to medium type of riatural forest vegetation is found in some

unclearedareas with high proportion of coralline out-crop.

The Makaani soils were correlated as Mollie and Rendzic

Leptosols.
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6 AGRICULTURE AND LAND UTILTSATION.

Evolutionary 'piases in A.gricultural land utilisation in

society can be illustrated as follows:-

All over the world, with the increase in Agricultural activity,

gradual disappearance of the natural vgetation and forest cover is an

ongoing and almost irrevocable process. The resulting maleffects leading

to enviromental degradation such as irregular and lawer rainfall with

resulting increase in temperature, drought effects, wind erosion, accele-

rated soil erosion duo to inadequate ground cover, salinisation, dissected

landforms, etc., are becoming the primary concern of all agriculturally-

dependent countries and especially so in developing countries like Zanzibar

where the land resources are limited.

6,i Agriaultural Production

Smallholder mixed farming dominates land use in Zanzibar. Two

major Agroecological regions can be distinguished, the plantation region

within the more fertile upland areas of both iSlands with good_soils and

the more marginal coral limestone areas in eastern potions. The total

cultivable area of the plantation regions of both islands amounts to about

130,000 ha. of which about 941°. are under arops. In the coral-line areas with

relativoly poor Uwandal Maweni and MaIrMili soils lees than v. is cultivated.

It is largely as a result of fishing and to a lesser extent, on livestock

production, lime burning and charcoal making that most families in these areas

are able to sustain themselves.

Activity Land tenure Land utilisation

kriculture Livestock

Hunters and gatherers None None Nono

Nomarlism Tribal None

Shifting cultivation ami

semi -nomadism Tribal Low

Present day AL iculture Private,

collective,

Government

Medium to

high

Medium

to high



About 60 percent of the total cultivated area is planted to

food crops'. Cassava, banana, sweet pota4oes, legumes, are grown in

almost every rural household plot. Rice is grown whenever there is

suitebtle land. With the exception of rice, all crops are grown as inter-

crops, mixed intercrops and complex crop associations often under tree

crops. Cassava, rice, sweet potatoes, yams and banana constitute the

staple food of all rural households.

6.2* Agricultural Practices

In Zanzibar the presence of rather unique shanba and konde

farming systems Where intensive agricultural practices are carried out

on the same piece of land by two different farmers, results in very

high levels of land utilisation within-the plantation regions with good

soils'. However, this dual land management coupled with the fact that all lands

are the property of the state has resulted in detrimental land use practices

to obtain short term benefits, without due regard to the serious and irrepa-

rable damage caused to the land itself* This is plainly evident the highly

dissected landform observed on the airphotos, and in the constant filling

up of minor valleys and paddy areas with deep sandy deposits from the

adjacent high-lands. More difficult to notice but equally evident is the

gradual decline in yields of the upland tree crops with every passing year.

6030 The need for a well or
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Increase in food crop yields through improved production

practices are constrained by poor and short sighted agricultural practices

still followed by the traditional farmer, which are detrimental to the future

productivity of the land. As a result the agricultural productivity of

lands are steadily decreasing oven with the availability of heavily subsidised

fertilisers, pesticides, etc.

Indiscriminate and unchecked use of fertilisers could also

result in pollution of the umdorm ound water source which is located in the

interconnected aquifers of the karstic limestones. This can cause even more

severo problems than that caused by lower yields. The main cause for the

persistence of above problem could be attributed to the virtually ineffective

extension service which need to be properly trained and reorganised into an

efficient working system.

sed extension service
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The limited research an0 extension mhich are atailable for coconuts rice

and fertiliser programs under various donor funded projects should be

intergrated with the national extension service which should cover all

crops, land preparations farmer education an appropriate soil and soil

moisture conservation etc.

It is essential that the agricultural extension workers

should be properly trained in the most up to date agricultural practices,

sufficiently motivated mobilised within an effective and forceful

organisational structures which a:: full authority to recommend : A effect

appropriate soil a soil moisture conservation measures so as to safeguard

the countries land and water resources " the life blood of the native.

604. Cast crops

Zanzibar has an estimated 2.8 million clave trees of which

around 82 percent are in Pemba, while of the 5.8 million coconut trees

about 80 percent are grown in Unguja.

The main cash crops ares-

1. Claves and coconuts, which are also the main export

crops.

11. Fruits ami spices consisting mainly of mangoes, citrus

and allies, which have high export potential.

1110 Rices sugarcanes etc, which are import substitutos.

6.5. Livestock

Livestock production in Zanzibar is steadily increasing with

about 29 percent of rural household in Unguja with poultry 11 percent

having cattle and abaut 5 percent raising goats. In Pemba the corresponding

figures are; poultry 65 percents cattle 37 peroents : a goats_10 perceizi:r

With the availability of more UWanda and Maweni lands in Unguja these could

be more facilities for developing the livestock industry further.
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6.6. Fuelwood and timber

The most common sources of cooking is through use of

fuelwood and charcoal. These resources have boen steadily decreasing

during the last decade. Fuelwood as well as timber, poles,etc., are

obtained from coral thickets, forests, swamp and mangrove, village

plantations, old coconut and clove trees, etc. Recently the Department

of Forestry,through FINYIDA funded project,has established several forest

nurseries and new plantations. Noodlots have been also started with

individual, community and farmer group participation-, 'Maintenance of

adequate forest cover and proper epological balance is essential to ensure

that adverse climatic variations do not occur.

6.7. 1,2a1_2E2LIELisi
Timely land preparation and planting is essential for

successful rainfed farming. Soils, especially the Kinamo and Gloysols are

usually very hard and difficult to cultivate immediately before each rainy

season, especially with the native hoe and the available tractors are

insufficient to cover all the farm lands. Unfortunately animal draught

to prepare land for aultivation is not practised in Zanzibar, consequently

farmers tend to delay land preparation until one 46V1 two showers have

softened the soil. Their arop thus loose the benefit of the early rains

and delayed land preparation normally allows prolifio 1104 growth 11

therefore a loss of soil moisture* Whether a Vuli crop is taken or not,

farmers should prepare the land for the next crop immediately after

harvesting the Masika crop when soil conditions are still suitable*

Naturally weed growth must be suppressed between land preparation and

planting, care must be taken in land preparation to plough a-long the

contour and not down the slope to minimise erosion hazard.

6.8. Selection of ecolo cal] feasible cross

Choosing or breeding crops whose water demand fit_as closely

as possible to the available soil moisture and selection of the best time

plant is essential to fully use the limited rainfall within the two seasons*

The modal length of the season need to be increased by the

extra timo that a crop can keep growing on residual soil moisture., This

extra timo depends upon the crop, effective moisture extraction days,

available soil moisture to that depth and permissible soil moisture depletion.

It is assumed that the soil is at field capacity at the end of the last wet

pentado included in the rainy season. The length of timo this soil moisture

will last depends upon the rate at which evapo-transpiration is occuring.



Restricted length of growing season is one of the main

reasons for low yields. Short seasons may not allow crops to develop

their full potential yields. In dry areas, the best chance of success lies

with short term crop that can mature before available soil moisture is

depleted, particularly if they have deep roots to extract moisture from deep

in the soil. Within nearly all arops thero are cultivare with different

maturity ratings. Consequently, for any given area ar season/ cultivare

should be Chosen tafit the expected growing season length. Furthermore,

agronomic practices can be adjusted to the season length needed. High

nitrogen levels tend to increase itt'high plant populations to reduce it.

Use of the latter effect has been made in cotton. It is already a

commercial practice in USA and Australia to use closecluster cultivare at

abnormally high populations. Individual plants are stunted and produce

less bolki but the same total yield per hectare is obtained about three weeks

earlier.

Besides making every effort to use the full length of the

available growing seasons in marginal seasons length areas, it is also

important to uso rainfall within the growing seasons as effeciently as

possible. This means either minimising or conserving run,-off, increasing

moisture storage and retention, etc., asevery drop of moisture stored

in the soil is an insurance against law yields.

Major crops considered in the land auitability classification

are all crops whose cultivare have been tested under the present ecological

condition and found suitable within the accepted profitability range for

local production.

Additional major arops are not proposed or incorporated in

the suitability classification duo to the complexity of the land Utilization

Systems prevalent, and the need for more carefUl study of the SooioEoonomic

factors involved.

The on going Regional Land Use Planning Projeot is expected

to stu4y the feasibility of promoting new major arops.
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6.9 Major crops considered for Ssuitability assesment

The following major crops were considered for the suitability

classification within the context ar the relevant land utilization types:

6010. Land utilisation type

Land utilisation types existing in Zanzibar have been

recognised as:

10 Traditional smallholder rainfed rice farming system.

Smallholder rainfed rice project system

Government rainfed augar plantation system.(not appliable

to Pemba).

Smallholder rainfed mixed farming according to

Konde farming system.

50 Smallholder rainfed miTed farming as practised

according to Shamba farming system.

Smallholder mixed farming involving both above systems

(Shamba cum Konde farming).

70 Shifting cultivation system, mainly restricted to the

Maweni zones.

The detailed description of these are present

table 18

Crops Farming System Relevant Land
Utilization Type

Rice Rainfed Traditional System LUT 1

Rainfed Project system LUT 2

Sugarcane Project system LUT 3

Cassava Konde farming aystem LOT 4 & LUT ..I 7

Banana Konde farming system LUT 4

Claves Shamba farming system LUT 5

Coconut Shamba farming system LUT 5

Citrua Shamba farming system LUT 5
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DU.CRIPTION OF LAND UTILISATION TYPES EXISTING AND IMPROVEMENTS

(Improvements Vital for Higher Production levels and Prevention of Further Land Degradation)

Kind of

Farming Inputs Tools

Land

Preparation Varieties Produce

Labour

Intensity

Fario

Power

Level of

Technology

Farm

size

Farn Income Price

Structure

Land

Tenure

1. Traditional

Smallholder

rainfed

rice.

Recommended

Improvements

For LUT 1

Low

Introduction

Bunding

Use of short

(In smaller

these are

Hoe (Jembe)

matchette

(panga)

Hand hoe

knife

of the

of the plots

duration

valleys

laid out minimal

By hand

hoe or

Government

tractor

(no bunds)

sickle for harvesting

into small managable

varieties which allow

with concentrated water

maintenance required

Local

which take

180 200

days

_

of rice. Liming

paddies with

a second

movement

could

Rice

Yields

very low
0.2-1.2 titha

of land

a minimum bund

crop of beans,

during rains minor

be done by farmer).

High

preparation and

h-eight of

vegetables or

floodways

None

planting

10" will:upgrade

grass during

and peripheral

Low

-

to get :best

the system

the short

canals

,-1-1 ha

effects Of

to water

Vuli rains.

may have

Low

mainly

subsistence

Masika rainfall:

and nutrient

to be established.

Gov't

rates and

market

rates

conserved.

Once

Gov't land

leased or

borrowed

2. Smallholder

rainfed

rice

project

system

Recommended

Improvements

For LUT 2

High.

Seeds

Fertili
zer, Her

bicide

and In
sectiside

Water and

will in

Hoe (jembe)

matchette

(panga)

Hand hoe

Knife

no way obstruct

nutrient conservation

By tractors

no bunds are

made

in rice

the use of tractors

Improved Yields

pinlot 330 from

Colombia 5179 2-3 t/ha

BKN/IRAT

3036A

120-140 days

plots by providing with scientific

in land preparation.

Moderate

. not so

high as

under

traditional

layout

Tractor Medium

thresher

and bunding of the rice

0.1/

0.5 ha

plots to

LowMed.

a minimum height

Gov't

rates

and'market

rates

of 10". This

Gov't land

leased or

borrowed.

3. Government

Parastatal

rainfed sugar

plantations

Recommended

Improvements

For LUT 3

High

Fertil
izmr

drainage

herbicide

Appropriate

Hoe (Jemb

Matchette

(Panga)

Knife

management

Planted in

furrows made

by tractor lay

out in large

bunded plots

and drained as

required.

levels for different

improved

varieties

soil types

Sugar

alcohol

perfume

molasses

to bring about

Mod. to

high

the rooting

Mechanized

traction &

transport

ation fac

tory based

in Mahonda

condition necessary

Medium

to

high

for

large

over

500 ha

good yields.

Mediud

Not

applicable

(Govt.

controlled)

Govt.

land
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Table: 18 Cont.

DESCRIPTION OE LAND UTILISATION TYPES EXISTING AND IMPROVEMENTS

(Improvements Vital for Higher Production Levels and Prevention of Further Land Degradation)

Kind of

Farming
Inputs Tools

Land
' '

preparation
Varieties Product

Labour

Intensity

Farm

power

leve' of

technology

Farm

size

Farm

Income

Price

structure

Land

tenure

4. Smallholder

rainfed mixed

farming (Konde

system)

Not entitled to

grow permanent

tree crops.

low

Hoe (jembe)

matchette

(Panga)

hand hoe

knife

By hand local

Cassava

S/Potatoes

Maize, Pid

geon peas,

bananas,

pineapple,

pawpaw,

sorghum

sugarcane

etc.

High None Low no

conservatior i ha

or

less

Mainly

subsis

tence

D epen ding

pn ocall
arket

prices

Leased or

borrowed.

Crops usually

grown in tree

crop shamba

as an inter-

crop.

Recommended

improvements

For LUT 4

Use of BiofertIlizer (compost, farmyard manure etc).
'

Upgrade level of technology with extension advise. No ridging for cassava except on flats, minimum tillage cultivation. Establishment of Vertiver gras!

conservation hedges on all lands above 6% slopes. .

Note: Ridging for cassava down the slope, as is commonly practiced, causes accelerated soil erosion as well as depletion of the soil moisture

availability, resulting in severe moisture stress on the upper slopes.

5. Rainfed mixed
l ow to

Field Crops-

ann mediumualsand

tree crops

production

(shamba

system )

No restrictions

cropwise.

Hoe (jembe)

matchette

(Panga)

hand hoe

knife, axe,

By hand

Tractor (only

for ploughing

and harrowing

Local

and

improved

Cloves,

coconuts,

mango, cit

rus, jack

fruit etc.

Annuals,

bananas,

pineapple,

Cassava etc.

High Hired

tractor

Low

No con

servation

with some

fertilizer

¡.-
ha.

Relatively

high

supplemented

by poultry

and live

stock

rearing

Depending on

Govt. rates

for cloves,

coconuts and

copra for

otber depend-

ing on local

market.

Govt.

Plantatiol

or privatt

owned or

leased.

Recommended All recommendations for LUT 4 applicable, such as adequate use of Biofertilizer supplementary to normal fertilizer applications.

improvements In addition ring weeding, mulching; minimum mechanical tillage, adequate soil and soil moisture conservation measures as above, and close

For LUT 5
canopy planting (i.e. closing the gaps between trees with appropriate tree crops).



For LUT G

Observation:

Table: 18 Canto
DESCRIPTION OF LAND UTILISATION TYPES EXISTING AND IMPROVEMENTS

Sh¡fting

cultivation

rotational

cropping,

followed by

fallow peno

when yield

decline. Mainly

restricted to

the Maweni

1.:akaani
Zon

(Improvements Vital for Hicher Production Levels and Prevention of Further Land Degradation)

Low Hoe (Jembe) Clearing

matchette followed by

(panga) hand burning after

hoe, knife, drying, plant-

axe. crowbar in pockets

where soil is

present or

breaking

Supface rock

15

More appropriate and acceptable alternat ve to above system has to be worked out in subsequent studies.

Kina o

Farmino
Inputs Tools

Land

oreoaration
Varieties Produce

Labour Fara Level or

Intensity power Technology

Farm

size

Farm Income P ice Land

structure Tenure

6. Smallholder Low hoe (jembe) to plant yams Local Mixture
High

Hired Low no 5 Low to Depending Owned

rainfed Ag- to matchette and cassava and of those tractors conservatiort ha. to on ;erAtt7 : leased

roforestry

system

combing

systems

described

under.4 & 5

(shamba cum

konde system

medium (panga)

Hand hoe

Knife, etc.

by hand and/

or tractor.

improved described

in 4 & 5

systems.

sometimes

fertilizer

or organic

manure.

medium and market

rates.

or bought

Recommended Same recommendations as valid for LUT 4 and LUT 5 above.

Improvements

Local Cassava High None Low Below sub Depending Traditional

maize sometimes Ha. sistence on market village
millet

sorghum

organic

manure.

level supp

lemented

prices. Government

land

pidgeon peas

chillies

pawpaws

tomatoes

by other

other

activities

such as fish-

vegetables.

Tobacco.

ing, charcoal

making or sell-

ing firewood

etc.
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7. LAND SUITABILITY CIAZSIFICATION

71 Introduction

s as defined by Christian Ste (1964)S is a specific,

area of the surface of the Earth; its oharaoteristios embracing all reasonably

stable or prediotably cyolio attribiltes of the biosphere vertioally abo

below this areas inol those of the atmospheres the soil a. the underlying

geology, the topography, the hydrolo 2 the plant and animal popUlation as well

as the result.of past.and present human activity, to the extent that these

attributes e t a significant influence on present and. futuro uses of the 1

by man.

Land is the most important natural resource in any country whioh

is dependent on i iculturevIt ie.areusable resource which can be utilised on

a sustained de. However, this resourees is vulnerable to poor management

and is virtually irreplaoeable if destroyed ar degraded.' Therefore, utilisation

of land has to be done on a scientifically plannei baeis.

702. System of classification

The land suitability olassification sa outlined in the framework

for land avaluation FAO Soils Bulletin No. 52 of 1976 and the FAO Soils Bulletin

No. 52. Gutielines for land evaluation for ra.infed ioultures were used in

this study, together with appropriate modifiCation required to match the diverso,

land tenures social, cultural and economics gystems pr lent in Zanzibar.

7.50 Suitability Analysis

Criteria laid out in the National Food Strate as well as
Eoologioal adaptability environmental requirements were taken into

oonsideretion in the definitions of major crops to be considered for rainfed

ioulture. These were evaluated at reconnaissance level using the available

lanaresouroes information to determine the criteria for lath suitability

classification'. Combining parameters thus obtained together with_agronomie

crop perf'n co data applicable, soil requirement for each of the major

amps were defined; presented in table 1.. The lath charaoteristics of

aach mapping unit (table 20,22) were then tohed agaillst the equirements,

of the different arops with duo considerati a to the applicable utilisation

sl to arrive at the final suitability rati of the qualitat classifi-

catiori.' tification of the bWability Classification t he

incorporation of arop yield and economid data will require ther studio 0



7.4. Definition of Land Suitability Clases

Suitability Orders

Order SI Suitable

Order N, not suitable Land which has qualities that preclude
sustained use of the kind under consideration.

Suitabilit,y Classes

Class Si, highly suitable Land having no significant limitation to
sustained application of a given use, or only
minor limitations that will not significantly
reduce productivity or benefits and will not
raise inputs above an acceptable level.

Class S2, moderately suitable Land having limitations which in aggregate are
moderately severo for sustained application of
a given uses the limitations will reduce
produetivity or benefits and increase required
inputs to the extent that the overall advantage
to be gained from the use, although still
attractive, will be appreciably inferior to that
expected on class Si land.

Class 33, marginally suitable Land having limitations which in aggregate are
severo for sustained application of a given UBE)

and will so reduce productivity or benefits, or
increase required inputs, that this expenditure
will be only marginally justified.

Class Nly currently noi
suitable

Class N2, permanently not
suitable.

NR, not relevant
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Sources FAO Soils Bulletin 52 (1983).

Definitions

Land on which sustained. use of the kind under
consideration is ecpected to yield benefits
which justify the inputs,without unacceptable
risk of damage to land resouroes.

Land having limitations which may be surmountable
in time but which cannot be corrected with
existing knowledge at current acceptable cost;
the limitations are no severe as to preclude
successful sustained use of the land in the
given manner.

Land having limitations which appear so severo
as to preclude ally possibilities of successful
sustained use of the land in the given manner.

Land which has not been assessed for a given use,
because the application of the use to that area
is precluded by the initial assumptions of the

evaluation.



7.5. Criteria for Land Suitabilit Classification

The presence of unique ShaMba and Konde farming systems where

intensive agricultural practices are carried out on the same piece of land

by two different farmers, necessitated that the land Suitability Classification

for the major crops should be carried out within the context of the specifiei

land utilisation types, as appearing in the previaus chapter, morder to

reflect the variouS limitations and socioeconomic factors affecting the

averall level of production and management. The follawing criteria were

used in the euitability tivaluation within the restrictions of the specified

land utilisation types.
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This is an important soil characteristic which define the land

quality availability of oxygen to the root zone. Drainage classes recognised

area well, Moderately well, Imperfect and Poor. Poor and imperfect drainage

is limiting to most crops,'an exception is in paddy where the higher

auitabilities are in poorly drained situations.

705.2 Slope Gradient

Slope is not a critical factor for the sole growth of tree

crops where over 90% of the ground surface sis covered but where a mixed

cropping system such as Shamba cum Konde farming is practised, it is

necessary to adhere to appropriate conservation practices recommended on

slopes exceeding 614.

7.5.3 Presence of Rock out-orops

The degree of surface rockiness was not very relevant in the

A and C systems. However, it was relevant criteria for suitability

assessment in the Kanda and Maweni zones.

7.5.4 Rootable Depth of Soil

For most crops the deeper the soil, the higher the suitability

rating, to a limit of about 1.5m with the exception of paddy which is shallow

rooted and can grow satisfactorily on shalower soils. The depth classes

defined are deep, greater than 1m, moaerately deep (75 100 cm), moderately

shallow (50 75cm) and shallow (less than 50 cm).

7.5.1. D a
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(55'4, Salinit anç3. Alkpl'

Level of salinity of more than 4mhos/cm on saturation

extracts, ESP of More than 15% are likely to be severely limiting for

crop gromt& However, there are no apparent alkalinity or salinity

ha7ards yet recorded in the rice growing areas, but there is a tendency

of it developing in the irrigated rice areas due to the high salt and Calcium

content of the irrigation water, which is pumped from the underground

aquifers. On the Wanda and Maweni areas the high alkaline status is

considered.

Retention of vater and nutrients

Availability of nutrients and nutrient retention is an

important criteria for land suitability classification in Zanzibar0 The

Mehanga soils are of fairly low chemical fertility but make up for this

in the structure and water holding capacity which aids in the uTtake of

nutrients, the Kinongo soils are of moderate chemical fertility however

their depth are subject to variation at short distances. Inspite of the

clayey nature of the sUbsoil, they are free draining soils with a lower

holding capacity. The kinamo soils are moderately fertile soils with

limited icultural potential due to their vertic properties.

Climatic adaptability of crops

Climatic criteria is generally uniform in the good soil

zones'. There is no restriction, except in the case of rainfed rice,

imposed by climate an the growth of other majar crops which are considered

in the suitability classification, if the groper timing of planting is

carried out. Hence it was used only in determining the relevance of the

suitability of the particular crop outside the plantation zone, when

considering isolated area within the Maweni zones* Furthermore climatic

differences were also taken into account when the mapping units were

sadivided.
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7.5.8 Other criteria

The following were considered where applicable:

Limitations of the traditional farming system in

terms of realisation of yield levels to match the

suitability ratings.

Input i management liMitations in the "Dual Farmor

One piece of Land" mixed farming system as described

in.the land. utilisation.

Limitation in the availability of large contblock of

land for land utilisation type 3 and need for extensivo

drainage layout.

Limitation of soil moisture during the Vuli season.

The suitability ratings were down graded by one class where

these considerations imposed limitations.

7.6 Landi suitability ratirTs for major crops.

Tables 20 and 21 autlines'the lana qualities of the land mapping

units encountered and Tables 22and 23 illustrates how the land suitability

ratings were derivedyusing the matching -process, for major crops.

7,7 Conclusions and Rocommoxxiatjo

In order to be of positive assistance in tile futuro planning

activities and at the same time prevent the alarming rato of 1 degradation

taking place whilst ensuring the proper utilization of the natural resources,

the proposed land suitability classification embodies certain ovements

to the existing farming systems (I utilization types) which are easy to

effect considered well within the oapabilities of the Government's

ongoing development programme. These are incorporated in the detailed

description of the updated land utilization types with reoommenaed avements.

The land suitability legend together with the utilization

units will form the descriptivo legend of the land suitability maps produced

for each IslanL As can be seen from the simplified legend it will be eapy

for the planners, as well as the agricultura], and extension officers to

understard and follow the systems applicable to e h region ar locality

without having to go through the reports to interpret the mari.
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It is recommended that technically qualified personnel

from relevant organisatiolzirespOnsible for land resource inventoryi

soil surveys ani'land use planning should serve in an advisory capacity

within the Con. ssion to suggest and formulate land use polices.

In oraer to arrest the alarming rato of land degradation

taking place at presents and safe: the natural resources for the

future generations legislation on resources conservation should be enacted.

Present legislation relating to land utilisation is very

ffeak and fragmentedi new laws are required to ensure that proper land

utilisation and conservation measures are adopted. It is proposed that

a'mare comprehesive lard utilisatioa ordinance be enacted, which will be

designed to review existing land uses plan new lánd use actiVities and

conduct research an land use and management practices. The ordinance

Should provide for compulsory land use planning and environment impact

assessmant before any arganisation ar indivilual embarks on new land use

activities.

Produce transportation facilities, marketing and storage

facilities, rural aredit facilities and physical infrastructure such

as roads needs ravitalization.

In forest replanting or establishment it is prudent to

give priority to improved plantation species with good rooting system and

heavy leaffall that promote and active rapid soil forming processes

within the coral formations.

iaultural extension workers should be properly trained

sufficiently motivated and mobilised within an effective .d. forcefUl

organisation which has the full anthority to recoomend and effects

appropriate soil and moisture oon.sarvtition measures in addition to their

other duties.
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Map
Unit Drainage

Soil
Slope Stoniness Depth

AO1111111111111111111111111111
IiIiii11111111111M11111111111111

B° 111111111111111iii11111111111

1111111111111111111111

11111111111111iii1111111111

'd Pan1111111111111//1111111

Mill111111111111111111111i1111111

ilii1111111111 111 111111

Nutrient
Retention

Climate
mita-

tion.

anagement

mitation
Su tability
Ratings
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Mqjor Crops Rice Cultivated -under Land Utilisation Type 1

N

N

N

N

3

N

3
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DET1:731DELITION OF LAND SVITABILITY RATING:3 OF 'CAPPING UNITS FOR
RAIN= PRODUCTION OF KAJOR CROPS PUMA

Major Crops Rice Cultivated under land Utilisation Type 2

Suitability
Ratings



lND MAPP G UNITS

SYSTEMS & MAIN UNITS Ha.

A-ALLUVIAL SYSTEM

Tab1.0: 24

l_AND SUITABUTY CLASSIFICATION RATINGS F012 MAJOR CROPS OCCUR NG WITHIN RESPECTIVE LAND UTIL SATION. TYPES-UNGUJA

AREA ASSOCIATED splis

L - LOC AL CLASSIFICATION

F -FAO CLASSIMATION

02 Maweni coraltrne deposits have be en sub:divided according !o
tke 1Land Use cnisting .it the'tfme.-C1 photography (1977).Atthough
tkost suhdivisieocrs. do net confirm. te .norrnal f ormat in a physiographic
leyncrthey are rrexerthress useful iii dernareating boundares within
tke 1aweni for plamning purposes.

The

RAINFALL LUT L UT -2

?7 -

LUT - 3 LLIT -6 LUT -

MEAN ANNUALTraditional Rainfed Sugarcane Mixed inter cropping Mixed tree inter cropping
smallholder Pr o jectRange in mm. plantations Konde farming system Shamba farming system
Rice * Rice Cassava Banana Cloves Coconut Mango Citrus

denotes:-
Suitability ranges considering the rainfall
variability factor when the required 3

consecutive humid months do not occur
during Masika season.

Rangeland Conserv'
or Animal Foreit ry

Production

MISCELLANEOUS USES
Br ack ish
water

Fisheries

Tour ism
Recr eat ion

AO Afluvio-Colluvial Yalleys L -Unclassified
F-Dystric Regosols & Dystric Fluvisots 1500-2500 S 3 S2/S3 53 N N N N N NR NR N NR

Al Rtworked Old Corridors
ATI Open Corridors 7610 L-Greyish Mchanga

F-Umbric Gleysols.Dystric Fluvisols 1500-2500 53 S2 /S3° 52 N N N 53 NR NR NR NR

Al2 Closed Corridars 2980 L-Greyish Mchanga

F-Mollie & utric Gleysols 1500-2500 S3 S2/52° S2 N N N S3 N NR NR NR NR
A2 Piaras 1300 L- Kinamo

F. Eutric & Calcic Vertisols 1500-2000 53 S2/52 N N N N N 52 N NR NR NR NR
.A3 Depressions & Basins $30 L. Sandy Mchanga

F- Cambic ArenosoLs.Umbric Gleysots 1500-2000 53 S2/53" 53 N N N N N N NR NR NR NR

& 1190 L. Sandy Mchanga

F. Calcarle Regosols.Carshic Arcnosols 1000-2000 U N N N N N 53 N NR NR NR SI

332 Marshes Swamps 4210 L- Swampy Wanda

F- Thicnic 1-17stos*ols.Thicnic Fluvisols 1000 -2000 H N N N N N N N N NR S2 $2 NR

ST,Highiy suitable. 52-Moderately suitablc 5:1"; -1.1arginally suitable.

N .CorKiitionafty nat. suiitable & Permariently not sisitable, NR Not Relevart

LUT-Land Utilization Types Soil Profile
(5) Su gar PI ant a tion

2107E:e.



t.A,N A NG UNITS

- RIDGE SYSTEM

Cl Low. Elevated Ridges

LAND SUITAB1UTY OLASSIFICAT ON & RAT NGS FOF2 MAJOR CROPS OCCURING W THIN RESPECTIVE LAND UTILISATION TYPES -UNGWA

AREA

SYSTEMS & MAIN UfrITS Ha.

ASSOC ATED 'SOILS

L - LOCAL CLASSIFICATION

F -FAO CLASSIFTDAT/ON

A IN FA

- 128 -
Tablet 24 Canto

denotes

Suitability ranges considering the rainfall
variability factor when the required 3
consecutive humid months do not occur
during Masike season

L UT - 3L UT - L UT - 5

sugarcane Mixed inter cropping Mixed tr ee int er cropping
plantations Konde farming system Sharnba farming system

Cassava Banana Cloves Coconut Mango Citrus

Rangeland Conserv
f or Animal Foretry
Production

MISCELLANEOUS USES
Brackish
water
Fisheries

e Soil Protile
(St Sugar Plantation

Tourism
Recreation

C11 Coastal L - Sandy Mchanga

F- Aren't.. Mantic Acrisols 1500- 2000 N S3 52 52 53 SI Si 52 NR NR NR NR

C17 Central. 12130 L- Reddesh/Oreyish Mchanga & Deep Kb-tango

F- Haptic & Feuic Acrisots,Rhcdic r.rulsols 1500 - 2000 N $3 SI SI $2 Si 51 52 NR NR NR NR

C13 Rounded 800 L- Kinamo

F- Eutric Vertisol. Calcic Vertisol 1500-2000 S3 S3/53° N' S2 52 Ñ 53 SI 53 NR NR NR NR
C14 Isolated 2340 L- Deep & Shallow Kinongo

F- Rhodic Ferralsolst Calcaric Cambiada 1000-1500 N SI SI 53 52 SI S2 NR NR NR NR

C15 Transitional 85 L- Shallow Kinongo, Uwanda Kinongo

032 Complex Stop8520

F- Calcaric Cambisols. Mollie Leptosols 1500-2000 N Si Si 53 52 SI 51 NR NR NR NR

C16 Terraced 840 L- Shallower S. Shallow Xinongo

F- Chromic. & Calcaric Cambisols 1500-2000 S3 53/N 52 SI SI 53 SI SI SI NR NR fiR NR

C7 Dissected Ridges 3250 L- Kinamo
E- Aren-Greyic Cambisots 1500- 2500 N N 53 N N 53 S2 N SI SI tiR 52

C3 Medium Elevated Ridges

C31E16ngated Sngle 550 L - Retlensh Mchautga Deep K in ong o

p..afIc¡li_f4jj'ptir cisci.Rhodic Ferralsol S 1500-2500 53 S3/N 53 S1 Si SI Si Si Si NR NR NR NR

1490 L.- Vtinamo

F-Haplic Nitisol.Gleyic-Numic Ndisolv 1500-2500 N N 53 SZ St 52 S2 -51- 52 SI NR NR NR

Cl Ero' ants 1340 L- Lkiclassiried.

F- Ltploscrts.Mollic Ltptosols K00-2000 NR NR NR N N tt12 NR 52 SI NR $2

UT-1 LUT -2

AN ANNUALTraditional Rainfed
Range in mm. smallholder Project

Rice Rice

St,Highly suitable 52-Moderately suitable, 53-Marginally suitable.

N -Con:iitionally not suitable & Permanently not witable. NP. Not Relevant

LUT -1.and Utilization Types

.402 Maweni coralline deposits have been subdivided accOrding to
the Land Use existing it the'llli-re af Photography 119771.Aithough
thitte subdivisi-6s do not confirm normal format a physiographic
lewd they are neverth!ess km( u in demarcating bout dar;cs within
be laweni for planning purpoes.



LAND- MAFF2N6 UNITS AREA

SYSIS & MAIN UNITS Ha.

CORALLINI SYS:EN

Of Wanda

2 MasNam Moral eaver 50-130%)

Reservet1Shating cultivation

Tab2.01 24 Cont

ASSOCIATED SOILS

4- LOCAL CLASS/MA7-3N

F -PA 0 'CLASSIFICAVAI

- 129 -

1.4t-/D 5U/1.4611_1.N CLASSIFiCATION & RATINGS FOR MAJOR CRÒPS ()CURING WIT N RESPECTIVE LAND UTILISATION TYPES -UNGWA

LOT -3 LUT - 4

16720 4- Uwanda Yin: ngo

535 4- Mavr.eni Kit-1011ga

F. R endz::: Leptosols,littic Uptosols

1530 -do- lt/G0 1500 NR NR NR ,3 53 UR NR

D22 SteDn'ifilt=C%dtitaat

02S Dense Forut

lhose subdirisis not onti.r.rn .nov7).111 format in a pbysioge-aptik consecutive: twurnid monliss do not occur
legend theyare nevorehless useful in do:tams:ling belinclar;es wittin during Masiez season. -

-I the Mlawenr los- plane:leg ,...ear'Pos.

HOIEt.
The 02 Memenc4oveatline deposits have teen subdtvided according to Suitability r anges cons idermg the rainfall
the Land Ilse evt'.:1-ing it thdlline. id OA:log:ashy 1977).Althou9h

023 Thicteets

D24 Cpen Forest

45.5510

18570

/900

1090

-do-

-do-

-do-

1000-1500

TODD-1500

T000-1500

1000-1500

variabtrity factor when the required

. denotes:-

NR

.1NR

NRR
NR

UR NR

NR

MR

N -Conditionally riot suitable & Perrnaneraly not sartahle N2 Not Rttlevzot

LUT-tan Utilization Types

S1,11i&bly suitable.

53 S3

N

UR

UR NR

NR IR

NR NR

52-Moderately suitable. 53.1-larginalry suitable..

NR NR

NR HR

HR

NR 14R S3

53

S2

52

SiS2

52

(51Sugar Ptantation
e Soil Prof 1.,'s

NR

NR

N R

S252

52

F-Miottic !Leplosols. 1000- 2130 NI :FR NR53 S3 .* UR NR NR NI 52 NR NR 52

Applicable LUT -7 r

NR MR NR Nil NR RR

L -t LUT-2

MEAN ANNUALTradit Iona! Tiainted
R2n90 in rom. smallholder Projoct

Rice Rice

1.1S1 - S ISCEllANEOLS USES
sugagraneMixect. inter cropping Mixed tree inter cropping Rangeland Conserv Brachisn Tourism
pioons :Condo fawning system Sharrta tanning s) stern for Animal Forestry water

Cassava Banana Cloves Coconut Mango Citrus Product= Fisher.es
Recreaiion



A - ALLUVIAL SYSTEM

Table: 25

Systems & Main units Ha.

130 -

LAND SUITABILITY CLASSIFICATION AND RATINGS FOR MAJOR CROF- OCCURING W1 ititti RESPECTIVE LAND UTILISATION TYPES - PEMBA

L- Local Classification mean annual Traditional Rainfed Mixed intercroPPIng ixed-trec intercropping Rangeland Conserv Brackish Tourism

F-F.A.0 Classification Range in
smallholder project !Londe farming system Shamba farming system for animal Forestry water Recreationn

Rice Rice Cassava Banana Cloves Coconut Mango Citrus production Fisheries

denotes:-
Suitability ranges considering the rainfall variability
factor when tht required three consecutive ternid
months do not occur dunna Masika szason.

51-Highly suitable:
S3-tkirginally suitable:
NR-Not relevant :

- Sol profile

52 Moderatety suitable;
N - Conditionally ani permarnently not suitable:
LUT -Land utitization types-

AO Alluvio-Colluvial Valleys L-Beinde

F-Urnbric & Dystric Fluvisols 1500 -2500 53 52/52 N N N 'NR NR NR MP,

B-MARINE SYSTEM

BO Beaches & Dunes L-Ulukwe

E32 Marshes swarms

F-Calcaric Regosols

L-Jangwa
1000-2000 N N N N N 52 N NR NR NR $2

F- Thionic Histosols &Fluviscts 1000 -2000 N N N fi N N N NR 52 $2 NR

C- RIDGE / PLATEAU SYSTEM
RANGE IN ELEVATION
0-97m

CI Sleep sided dissected ridges Bopwe

Slope range 13-551. F-Perralic Cambisols 1500- 2500 N N 53 S3 51 S3 51 S3 NR NR NR NR

C2 Moderately dissected ridges L- Semi Utasi
Sloping to rolling.slc9e rae* 6-33% F-Dystric Cambisols 1500-2500 N S3 S3 Si 52 Si 52 Nri /JR NR NR

C3 Elevated plateau with incised

welleys,undulatMg to rolling
L-Utasi

Humic.Cambisols 1500-2000 S3 S3/N' 51 Si SI Si SI SI NR NR NR NR
Slope range 2-20%

Bevation range 20-70m

CL Elevated flats en ridges and
ptateaus with clakage impedance L-Ndarnba

Sope range 0-2% .F-Stagni-Dystric Planasols 1000-2000 N N N N N N N N 52 53 NR 53

Elevation range 2O-70r

CS Moderately elevated plateau,
1.1)4.114U-1g to Toeing. Shope

L -Mtifutifit

meige z-an ,Elecni on range 10-25rn
F-Areni-Csistrie Carnbisals 1000-2000 S3 52/53' Si 51 $3 Si Si SI NR NR NR NR

05 LLIA, plateaus. generally flat to
geely iesclutating,slope range- L -SCiriako

13-51.ESeration range 0-1Sen
F-Vertic & Gleyic Cambisols 1000-2000 53 51/S3- $3 52 N S2 Si N NR NR NR NR

D-CALCARIOUS/CORALLINE SYSTEM
RANGE IN ELEVATION
0-15m

1 Makaani plains L-Makaani
F-Eutric & Rendzic Lept 1000 -2000 NR NR 53 53 NR NR NR NR $I 52 NR 52

ANO MAPPING UNITS AREA ASSOCIATED SOILS RASHFALL LUI LUT 2 LU LUT 5 ISCELLANEOUS USES



Table: 26

LALM EZTENTS IN RELATION TO SUITABILITY CATEGORIES FOR MAJOR CROPS UNGUJA

MAJOR
CROPS

SUITABILITY
CATEGORY

RELEV.ANP
LAND UTILIZATION

MUM
IN TTA

TYPE

Rice Si LUT 1 01491,

(Masika) 32 02.

S3 24,610

. Rice Si LITT 2

(Masika) 52 12,420
(With three humid months) 53 12,190

Rice Si LITT 2 RCP

(Without three humid months) S2 4,280
33 8,940

Sugarcane 51 LUT 2 CPO

82 11,430
33 33,320

Cassava S1 34,410
82 10,910
53 3,250

Banana S1 Lur 4 35,900
82 9,420
83 [03111

Claves 51 LIM' 5 10,550

52 13,620

53 20,350

Coconut Si LUT 5 32,140
82 12,380

53 5,240



Table 26 Cont.

LAND EXPENTS IN RELATION TO SUIT CATEGORIES KR MAJOR CROPS

Citrus

Banana

Cassava

132

Si

52

S3

Si

52

S3

SHIFTING CUIRIVATION

S-1

52

S3

S1

S2

S3

11U1' 5

LUT 5

TM 7

LUT 7

45,320

4,550
10,590

19,940

24,580
800

MAJOR ABILITY RELEVANT LAND EXTENT
CROPS C ORY UTILIZATICN IN HA

TypE
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Table: 27

IAND EXTENTS IN REIATION TO SUITABILITY CATEGORIES FOR MAJOR CROPS - PEMBA

MAJOR SUITABILITY REIEvANT EXTENT
CROPS CATEGORY LAND UTILIZATIM IN HA.

TYPE

Rice Si LUT 1

(Masika) $2 Wee

$3 36,980

Rice Si MT 2 6,830
(Masika)

$2 19,150
(With three humid months)

53 11,000

SI II.JT 2

(Without three humid months) S2

S3 25,980

Cassava 51 IBT 4 3o,150
52

$3 44,010

Banana SI IDT 4 30,15o

$2 6,830

$3 37,180

Cloves SI Luz' 5 48,180
S2

53 19,150

Coconut Si LUT 5 30050
$2 21,980

53 33,250
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Table: 27 Cont.

LAND EXTENTS IN RELATION TO SUITABILTa CATEGORIES FOR MAJOR CROPS -
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GLOSSARY

This is included to define terms commonly used in the report; it is not a
comprehensive glossary.

Alluvial deposit : sediments deposited by moving water.

Cation : an.ion carrying a positive charge of electricity. The

common cations are calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium,
and hydrogen.

Cation-exchange capacity (C.E.C.) : a measure of the total amount of
exchangeable cations that can be held by the soil. It is

expressed in terms of milliequivalents per 100 grams of soil.

Concretion : a local concentration of a chemical compound, such as calcium
carbonate or iron oxide, in the form of a grain or nodule of
varying size, shape, hardness and colour.

Consistence : (a) the resistance of a material to deformation or rupture;
(b) the degree of cohesion or adhesion of the soil mass.

Drainage classes : Very Poorly drained.--Water is removed from the soil so
slowly that the water table remains at or on the surface the
greater part of the time. Soils of this drainage class
usually occupy level or depressed sites and are frequently
ponded. These soils are wet enough to prevent the growth of
important crops (except'rice) without artificial drainage.

Poorly drainedwater is removed so slowly that the soil
remains wet for a large part of the time. The water table is
commonly at or near the surface during a considerable part of
the year. Poorly drained conditions are due to a high water
table, to a slowly permeable layer within the profile, to
seepage or to some combination of these conditions. The

large quantities of water that remain in and on the poorly
drained soils prohibit the growing of field crops under
natural conditions in most years. Artificial drainage is
generally necessary for crop production, provided other'Soil
characteristics are favourable.

Imperfectly or somewhat poorly drained.--waLer is removed
from the soil slowly enough to keep it wet for significant
periods but not all of the time. Imperfectly drained soils

commonly have a slowly permeable layer within the profile, a
high water table, additions through seepage or a.combination
of these conditions.

Moderately well drained.--water is removed from the soil
somewhat slowly, so that the profile is wet for a small lout

significant part of the time. Moderately well drained soils



Erosion:

Fertility:

Horizon:
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commonly have a slowly permeable layer within or immediately
beneath the solu-m, a relatively high water table, additions
of water through seepage, or some combination of these
conditions.

Well drained.--Water is removed from the soil readily but not
raPidly. Well drained soils are commonly intermediate in
texture although soils of other textural classes may also be
well drained. Well drained soils commonly retain optimum
amounts of moisturejor plant growth after rains or additions
of irrigation water.

Somewhat excessively drained.--Water is removed from the soil
rapidly. Some of the soils are lithosolic. Many of them.'

have little horizon differentiation and are sandy and very
porous. Only a narrow range of crops can be grown on these
soil, and the yields are usually low without irrigation.

Excessively drained.--Water is removed from the soil very
rapidly. Excessively drained soil are commonly Lithosols or
lithosolic and may be steep, very porous, or both. Shallow

soils on slopes may be excessively drained. Enough
precipitation is commonly lost from these soils to make them
unsuitable for ordinary crop production.

the wearing away of the ¡and surface by running water, wind
or other erosive agents. It includes both normal and
accelerated soil erosion. The latter is brought about by
changes in natural cover or ground conditions and includes
those due to human activity.

the status of a soil in relation to the amount and
availability to plants of elements necessary for plant
growth.

a layer in the soil profile approximately parallel to the

land surface with more or less well-defined characteri's-tics
that has been produced through the operation of soil forming
processes soil horizons may be organic or mineral.

Land Characteristic: an attribute of land that can be measuredsar estimated, and
which can be employed as a means of describing land qualities
or distinguishing between land units of differing
suitabilities for use.

Land Evaluation: the process of assessment of land performance when used for
specified purposes, involving the executions and
interpretation of surveys and studies of landforms, soils,
vegetation, climate and other aspects of land in order to
identify and make a comparison of promising kinds of land use
in terms applicable to the objectives of the evaluation.
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Land Quality: a complex attribute of land which acts in a manner distincL
from the nctions 'of other land qualities in its influence on
the suitability,of land for a specified kind of use.

Land Suitability: the fitness of a given type ofjand for a specified kind uf
land use.

Land Suitabilit. Classification: an appraisal and grouping, or the process of
appraisal and grouping, of specific types of land in terms of
their absolute or relative suitability for a specified kind
of use.

Land suitability rating: the partial suitability of a land unit for a land
utilisation typecbased on .one land quality or a partial set,
of land qualities. Land suitability ratings are combined to
give a land suitability class (cf. note on sUitability
rating).

Land mapping, unit: an area of land possessing specified land qualities and land
characteristics, which can be demarcated on a map.

Land use requirement: the conditions of land necessary or desirable for the
successful and sustained practice of a gi7en land utilisation
type (cf. crop requirements, management requirements,
conservation requirements).

Land utilisation type: a kind of land use. described or defined in a degree of
detail greater than that of a major kind of land use.
In the context of rainfed agriculture, a land utilisation
type refers to a crop, crop combination or cropping system
with a specified technical and socio-economic setting.

Major climate: a broad climatic division, defined in terms of monthly
temperature, seasonality of rainfall, and temperature regime.

Major kind of land use: a major subdivision of rural land use, such as rainfed
agriculture, annual crops, perennial crops, swamp rice
cultivation, irrigated agriculture, grassland, forestry,
recreation.

Management requirements: the land-use requirements (q.v.) largei-y or enti
related to management of a land utilisation type.

Matching: this term is employed in two senses,broader (i) and restricted (ii).

The process of mutual adaptation and adjustment of the
descriptions of land utilisation types and the increasingly
known land qualities.

The (specific) process of comparing land-use
requirements with land qualities of land units.

Mollie epipedon: A surface horizon of mineral soil that is dark cclour?d and
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relatively thick, Contains at least 0.58% organic carbon, is
not massive and hard or very hard when dry, has a base
saturation of more than 50% when measured at pH7, has less
than 250ppm of P o soluble in 1% citric acid, and is

25
dominately saturated with bivalent cations.

Morphology, soil: the make-up of the soil including the texture, structure,
consistence, colour, and other physical, mineralogical and
biological properties of the various horizons of the soil
profile.

Mottles: spots or blotches of different colour or shades or colour
interspersed with the dominant colour. Mottling in soils
usually indicates poor ae,ration and drainage.

Minor land improvement: a land improvement which has relatively small effect's
on the suitability of land, or is non-permanent, or which
normally lies within the capacity of an individual farmer or
other land user.

Multiple land utilisation type: a land utilisation type consisting of more than
one kind of use or purpose simultaneously undertaken on the
saMe land, each with its own inputs, requirementS and produce
or other benefits.

Organic matter: the decomposed residues of plant material derived from:

plant materials deposited on the surface of the soil, and
roots that decay beneath the surface of the soil.

Parent material: unconsolidated mineral material or peat from which the soil
profile develops.

Percolation, soil water: the downward movement of water through soil.
Especially the downward flow of water in saturated or nearly
saturated soil at hydraulic gradients of the order of 1.0 or
less.

Permeability: the ease with which gases, liquids, or plant roots penetrate
or pass through a bulk mass of-soil or a layer of soil.

Since different horizons of soil vary in perm6ability, the
particular horizon under question should be dé.signated.

Profile: a vertical section of the soil throughout all its horizons
and extending into the parent material.

Qualitative land suitability classification: a land suitability classification
in which the results are expressed in qualitative terms only,
without specific estimates of outputs (crop yields), inputs,
or costs and returns (cf. quantitative land suitability
classification). Note that the description 'qualitative'
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refers to the results of the suitability classifica:ion, not
to the conduct of the land evaluation.

Quantitative land suitability classification: a land suitability classification
in which the results are expressed in numerical terns which
permit comparison between suitabilities for different. kinds
of use (cf. quantitative physical land suitability
classification and economic land suitability classification).

Relief:

Saline soil:

Slickensides:

the elevations or inequalities of the land surface when
considered collectively. Minor configurations are referred
to as "micro-relief".

a non-alkali soil with enough soluble salts to interfere with
plant growth. The pi-1 and exchangeable sodium percentage are
less than 8.3 and 15, respectively.

polished and grooved surfaces that are produced by che mass
sliding past another. Slickensides are very common in
swelling clays in which there are marked changed in moisture
content.

Soil reaction (pH): the deEree of aciditY or alkalinity of a soil, us-.:ally
expressed as a pH value. Descriptive terms commonly
associated with certain ranges in pH are:
extremely acid, <4.5; .

very strongly acid, 4.5-5.0;
strongly acid, 5.1-5.5;
moderately acid, 5.6-6.0;
slightly acid, 6.1-6.5;
neutral, 6.6-7.3;
slightly alkaline, 7.4-7.8;
moderately alkaline, 7.9-8.4;
strongly alkaline, 8.5-9.0; and
very strongly alkaline, >9.0.

Soil structure: the combination or arrangement of primary soil particles intc
secondary particles, units, or peds. The secondary units are
characterised and classified on the basis of size, shape, anC
degree of distinctness into classes, types and grades.

Stratified: composed of, or arranged in strata or layers as applied to
parent material.

Subsoil: technically, the B horizon; broadly, the part of the profile
below plow depth.

Texture (soil): the relative proportions of the various-sized soil separates
in a soil as described by the textural class names.



Soil textural classes are based on the following particle size separations:

Separates

Very Coarse Sand (V.C.S)
Coarse Sand (C.S)
Medium Sand (M.S) Sand (S.)
Fine Sand (F.S)
Very Fine Sand (V.F.S)
Silt (Si.)
Clay (C.)
Fine Clay (F.C)

Water táble:

- 140-

Diameter in millimetres

2.0-1.0
1.0-0.5
0.5-0.25
0.25-0.1
0.10-0.05
0.05-0.002

less than 0.002
less than 0.0002

the upper limit of the part of soil or underlying rock
material that is wholly saturated with water.

Topsoil: i) the layer of soil moved in cultivation.
the A-horizon.
the Ah-horizon.
presumably fertile soil material.

Umbric epipedon: á surface layer of mineral soil that has the same
requirements as the mollic epipedon with respect to color,
thickness, organic carbon content, consistence, structure,
and P 0 content, but that has a base saturation of less than

25
50% when measured at pH7,

Water-holding capacity: the ability of soil to hold water. The water-holding
capacity of sandy soils is usually considered to be low while
that of ciayey soils is high. Often expressed is mm of water

per cm depth of soil.
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